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Abstract
The Transport Sector Leadership Development Programme (TSLDP) is being created to
develop the technical and managerial capacity of mid-career African transportation
professionals and assist them to effectively deliver Africa’s transportation infrastructure.
This Programme Development Report, which is considered the equivalent of the Interim
Report listed in the Terms of Reference, forms the third deliverable on the project and is
intended to provide a summary of the findings of the needs assessment and the preferred
structure and content of the programme to meet the learning objectives.
This report is the Curriculum Development Report, which provides information on the CPD
and Professional Masters Programme Specifications and constituent modules. These initially
went forward for discussion at the Stakeholder Workshop on 13th July in Namibia, before
being refined subsequently after the receipt of comments and feedback. Further work will
be done for the Final Report.

Key words
Transport Sector Leadership Development Programme, capacity building, training,
leadership, transport infrastructure, gender balance.

RESEARCH FOR COMMUNITY ACCESS PARTNERSHIP (ReCAP)
Safe and sustainable transport for rural communities
ReCAP is a research programme, funded by UK Aid, with the aim of promoting
safe and sustainable transport for rural communities in Africa and Asia. ReCAP
comprises the Africa Community Access Partnership (AfCAP) and the Asia
Community Access Partnership (AsCAP). These partnerships support knowledge
sharing between participating countries in order to enhance the uptake of low
cost, proven solutions for rural access that maximise the use of local resources.
The ReCAP programme is managed by Cardno Emerging Markets (UK) Ltd.
See www.afcap.org
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1

Introduction
1.1

Project Background

Transport infrastructure is a vital driver of national economic development, facilitating the
movement of goods, services and people both nationally and internationally. However, as
highlighted by the World Bank1, Africa remains the least connected region in the world.
Decision makers, professional service providers and contractors across sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) face
the growing challenge of reducing this connectivity deficit on a local, national and international
scale. These challenges require innovative, motivated and technically capable leaders who can
effectively manage and deliver infrastructure projects within this environment.
Industry leaders understand the broader picture when it comes to co-ordinating the concept,
planning, design and construction of infrastructure projects. However, it is being observed that
often this technical and managerial capacity is lacking, particularly when it comes to experience and
ability to deliver large and complex projects.
This project was originally conceived in association with the Association of Southern Africa National
Road Authorities (ASANRA). ASANRA recognised the leadership issues within the industry and
promoted this project as a means of developing professionals within the sector. The initial concept
was developed to:
•
•

Focus on both transport services and transport infrastructure
Include East and West Africa, as recognising the importance of this opportunity, these regions
requested that they were included

These concerns were bought on board for the development of the Transport Sector Leadership
Development Programme (TSLDP). It is expected that the programme will encompass both
transport infrastructure and transport services and should be deliverable across sub-Saharan Africa.
Whilst it is recognised that ReCAP generally focusses on rural road infrastructure, technical and
managerial leaders are required across the transport profession, and requiring co-ordination with
the wider transport sector for sub-Saharan Africa. With this in mind, it is anticipated that this
programme will also co-ordinate with the proposed UK Department for International Development’s
(DFID) High Volume Transport research programme once it commences.

1.2

Report Purpose

The purpose of this report is to supplement the Phase 1 Interim Report (Programme Development),
to provide additional information on the proposed content and structure for each module, in
addition to the overall programme, as well as to provide an overview of existing course offerings
worldwide.
The remainder of this report is split into four sections:
1. The proposed specification for the CPD programme
2. The proposed specification for the Professional Master’s Degree
3. The module summaries outlining the key learning objectives and content for each individual
subject
4. An overview of relevant course offerings in Africa and beyond

1

Ali et al, 2015, Highways to Success or Byways to Waste, World Bank Group.
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One set of module summaries has been provided in Section 4, covering both the CPD and
Professional Masters programmes. This is to avoid repetition, as the subjects covered by both
programmes are broadly the same. The main differences between the CPD and Professional
Masters programmes are in the delivery format (i.e. block week for CPD vs. blended learning and
block weeks for the Professional Masters), major assignments and credit award requirements
between both. These differences are highlighted within each module summary.
The contents of this report are also aligned to the outcomes of the Stakeholder Workshop, which
took place on the 13th July at the 2nd IRF Africa Regional Congress in Windhoek, Namibia, as well as
the TSLDP workshop during the 1st ReCAP Inter-Regional Implementation Meeting (IRIM) in
Kampala, Uganda on the 22 of November 2017 mainly in terms of clarity of terminology, options and
a cross-tabulation of proposed programme / course content with existing offerings.
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2

Option 1: CPD Programme Summary

This section presents the proposed CPD Programme offering. In this offering participants in the
programme will select a pre-specified number of core and elective courses and attend ‘block weeks’
at one of the partner institutions. During these ‘block weeks’ lecturers and guest lecturers (from
industry) will discuss the course content alongside exercises, group assignments and (where
applicable) excursions. The ‘block weeks’ (which typically consist of 5 days of instruction and 3 days
of group work, one day of excursions) are followed by a written test. In addition, we expect students
to spend about 1.5 weeks online, half a week prior, and one week following the course completing
readings and written assignments. The test plus written assignments will be graded.
To obtain a certificate of completion of the CPD programme the participant will need to present the
minimum required number of course (module) certificates with a pass mark. Neither the programme
certificate, nor the course certificate, are degree bearing. They are, however, CPD credits bearing
which can be used towards keeping an existing professional registration. CPD credits are typically 1
credit for every 8 hour day that a student attends.
Below are the programme specifications, outcomes and structure which are presented in tables. The
module descriptions follow in Section 4.

Programme Specification

Programme
Title
Criteria for
Admissions

CPD programme in Transportation Leadership
CPD in Transportation Leadership
A minimum of a 3rd class Honours Degree, or above in a relevant Engineering,
Management, or Planning discipline, or a recognised equivalent qualification. At
least three years of relevant work experience in the transport sector is required.
(Professional status will also be taken into account).
Applicants must provide evidence of an IELTS* score of 6.5, with not less than 5.5 in
any component, or an equivalent qualification acceptable to the University.
*Taken within the last two years.

Portfolio
Details

Applicants will be required to
submit a curriculum vitae together
with a short portfolio which
demonstrates technical and
managerial experience in the
transport sector together with a
recommendation from their
employer.

Mode of Study
Type of
Programme

Interview Details

Applicants will be
required to undertake an
interview as part of the
criteria for admission.

Part-time (10 CPD modules offered)
CPD

Length of
Programme

9

Part-time
(two years)

Total CPD
Points for CPD
Programme
Certificate

At least 70

Transport Sector Leadership Development Programme

Exit Awards
available

Certificates of Attendance for each of the attended modules.
Furthermore, if the participant completes (passes the tests) of all three Leadership
and Management Modules (10 CPD points each) plus at least four (out of six)
Transport Modules (10 CPD points each) a Certificate of Completion for the CPD
programme in Transportation Leadership will be obtained.

Awarding Institution / Body

Modules available at an African university and a UK (or other
internationally recognised) university.

Teaching Institution

Partly at an African university and another internationally
recognised university.

School / Department

School of Civil Engineering / School of Management Sciences /
School of Business.

Framework for Higher Education
Qualification Level

NQF level 9 (South Africa) / Level 7 (United Kingdom).
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Educational Aims of the Programme:
On completion of the minimum set of Modules in the CPD programme in Transportation Leadership the student will be able to:
•

Develop practical and professional skills in the critical acquisition, analysis, interpretation and understanding of the transportation sector in Africa.

•

Develop a holistic approach by integrating the technical knowledge of planning, design, engineering, operations and construction with financial,
legal, I.T., commercial leadership and managerial skills. These leadership skills in the transportation sector will be developed from the management
of simple to complex transport projects from project planning and conception to construction engineering and maintenance, and operation.

•

Develop critical and analytical problem-solving skills across a broad range of subjects and transferable skills that relate to literacy, numeracy,
computing, teamwork, group work, communication, leadership and personal presentations.

Learning Outcomes: Cognitive Skills
On the completion of the selected Modules successful
students will be able to:
Understand and apply mitigating measures to counteract the
risks / impacts of projects in the transport sector.

Teaching / Learning Methods and
Strategies

Methods of Assessment

Students’ intellectual skills are developed
through lectures (following a blended
learning approach), tutorials, directed
reading, problem-solving scenarios and
group work exercises and presentations.

Assessment is made using a test,
coursework (and group work
submissions), and in a short test at
the end of the course week.

The range of topics covered in the
programme will develop the student’s
‘problem solving skills’ to a high level and
help them to think in new and imaginative
ways to solve difficult complex transport
sectoral problems.
Critically analyse, evaluate and interpret qualitative and
quantitative data related to the African transport sector.

Students’ intellectual skills are developed
through lectures (following a blended
learning approach), tutorials, directed

11

Assessment is made using a test,
coursework (and group work
submissions), and in a short test at
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reading, problem-solving scenarios and
group work exercises and presentations.

the end of the course week.

The range of topics covered in the
programme will develop the student’s
‘problem solving skills’ to a high level and
help them to think in new and imaginative
ways to solve difficult real-life problems in
the transport sector.
Formulate and test concepts and hypotheses; both theoretically
and in practice that relate to issues of transportation planning,
engineering, operations and their impacts in the African
transport sector.

Students’ intellectual skills are developed
through lectures (following a blended
learning approach), tutorials, directed
reading, problem-solving scenarios and
group work exercises and presentations.

Assessment is made using a test,
coursework (and group work
submissions), and in a short test at
the end of the course week.

The range of topics covered in the
programme will develop the student’s
‘problem solving skills’ to a high level and
help them to think in new and imaginative
ways to solve difficult real-life problems in
the transport sector.
Make informed judgments on complex and uncertain issues,
e.g. interpret a diverse range of factors affecting the African
transport sector.

Students’ intellectual skills are developed
through lectures (following a blended
learning approach), tutorials, directed
reading, problem-solving scenarios and
group work exercises and presentations.

The range of topics covered in the
programme will develop the student’s
‘problem solving skills’ to a high level and
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Assessment is made using a test,
coursework (and group work
submissions), and in a short test at
the end of the course week.
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help them to think in new and imaginative
ways to solve difficult real-life problems in
the transport sector.
Learning Outcomes: Transferable Skills (skills that can be used across a range of disciplines / activities within the transport sector)
On the completion of the selected Modules successful
Teaching / Learning Methods and
Methods of Assessment
students will be able to:
Strategies
Make effective use of both oral and written skills and be able to Students’ transferable skills are developed
Group working, written and oral
communicate effectively, both digitally and interpersonally, to
through presentation exercises, student
communication skills are assessed
both specialist and non-specialist audiences within the context
and tutor-led discussions, preparation for
directly. Practical skills in the use of
of projects in the Transport Sector.
oral and written presentations and group
I.T. are not formally assessed,
working exercises.
although the development of I.T.
skills are integral to the learning and
teaching process underpinning the
degree and are assessed indirectly.
Demonstrate competency in using I.T. and computer skills e.g.
Students’ transferable skills are developed
Group working, written and oral
Microsoft Office, Microsoft Project; ArcGIS, SSPS and other
through presentation exercises, student
communication skills are assessed
software.
and tutor-led discussions, preparation for
directly. Practical skills in the use of
oral and written presentations and group
I.T. are not formally assessed,
working exercises.
although the development of I.T.
skills are integral to the learning and
teaching process underpinning the
degree and are assessed indirectly.
Demonstrate an ability to learn and then apply that learning in
Students’ transferable skills are developed
Group working, written and oral
the context of projects in the African transport sector.
through presentation exercises, student
communication skills are assessed
and tutor-led discussions, preparation for
directly. Practical skills in the use of
oral and written presentations and group
I.T. are not formally assessed,
working exercises.
although the development of I.T.
skills are integral to the learning and
teaching process underpinning the
degree and are assessed indirectly.
Demonstrate ability to apply transferable skills in the context of Students’ transferable skills are developed
Group working, written and oral
projects in the African transport sector.
through presentation exercises, student
communication skills are assessed

13
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and tutor-led discussions, preparation for
oral and written presentations and group
working exercises.

Work in a team and understand professional responsibilities in
the context of projects in the African transport sector.

Learning Outcomes: Knowledge and Understanding
On the completion of the selected Modules successful
students will be able to:
Develop practical and professional skills in the critical
acquisition, analysis, interpretation and understanding of
projects in the African transport sector.

Develop a holistic approach by integrating the technical
knowledge of planning, design, engineering, operations and
construction with financial, legal, I.T., commercial leadership
and managerial skills. These leadership skills for the African
transport sector will be developed from the management of
simple to complex transport projects from project planning and
conception to construction engineering and maintenance; and
operation; e.g. construction economics and finance, strategic
management, information systems, construction law,
international construction markets and competitive advantage.
Develop critical and analytical problem-solving skills across a

Students’ transferable skills are developed
through presentation exercises, student
and tutor-led discussions, preparation for
oral and written presentations and group
working exercises.

Teaching / Learning Methods and
Strategies
Students’ acquisition of core knowledge
and understanding is achieved primarily
through independent study supported by
lectures, tutorials and group work.
Students’ acquisition of core knowledge
and understanding is achieved primarily
through independent study supported by
lectures, tutorials and group work.

Students’ acquisition of core knowledge
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directly. Practical skills in the use of
I.T. are not formally assessed,
although the development of I.T.
skills are integral to the learning and
teaching process underpinning the
degree and are assessed indirectly.
Group working, written and oral
communication skills are assessed
directly. Practical skills in the use of
I.T. are not formally assessed,
although the development of I.T.
skills are integral to the learning and
teaching process underpinning the
degree and are assessed indirectly.
Methods of Assessment
Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, and in oral
presentations by both individuals
and project groups.
Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, and in oral
presentations by both individuals
and project groups.

Assessment is made using written
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broad range of subjects and transferable skills that relate to
literacy, numeracy, computing, teamwork, group work, and
personal presentations and interactions to prepare students for
leadership roles.
Develop the professional ability and an underlying aptitude to
apply appropriate theoretical and practical management
methods in the analysis and solution of planning, design,
engineering and construction problems in the transport sector.

and understanding is achieved primarily
through independent study supported by
lectures, tutorials and group work.
Students’ acquisition of core knowledge
and understanding is achieved primarily
through independent study supported by
lectures, tutorials and group work.

examinations (where required),
coursework, and in oral
presentations by both individuals
and project groups.
Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, and in oral
presentations by both individuals
and project groups.

Understand and apply the underlying theory in the
management of consulting, contracting and development
businesses, including human resource issues, finance and
accounting, leadership and organisational issues.
Lead and work effectively with project teams and communicate
effectively in a variety of forms including digitally, orally and in
writing.
Understanding the expectations of clients, developers,
financiers, and investors in the transport sector.
Analyse typical African sectoral problems, design and
implement strategies for change.
Learning Outcomes: Subject Specific Skills
On the completion of the selected Modules successful
students will be able to
Integrate data and methods to find solutions to real problems
in the African transport sector.

Use simple transport models to analyse and solve transport
problems.

Teaching / Learning Methods and
Strategies
Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
and group work.
Student’s modelling skills are developed
through independent study supported by

15

Methods of Assessment
Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, and in oral
presentations by both individuals
and project groups.
Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
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lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
and group work.
Analyse and solve problems using a multi-disciplinary approach,
applying professional judgments to balance costs, time, quality
benefits, safety and social and environmental impact.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
and group work.

Integrate and critically evaluate information.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
and group work.

Formulate and apply appropriate solutions.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
and group work.

Prepare technical reports and give technical presentations.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
and group work.

16

coursework, and in oral
presentations by both individuals
and project groups
Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, and in oral
presentations by both individuals
and project groups.
Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, and in oral
presentations by both individuals
and project groups.
Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, and in oral
presentations by both individuals
and project groups.
Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, and in oral
presentations by both individuals
and project groups.
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Programme Requirements
Module
Module Title
Code

Level/
Stage

CPD
points

Availability*
S1

Duration

S2

Effective Leadership

NQF9

10

Y

Y

Management and
Mentoring

NQF9

10

Y

Y

Project
Management

NQF9

10

Y

Y

Road Engineering

NQF9

10

Y

Y

Transport Systems

NQF9

10

Y

Y

Transport Policy

NQF9

10

Y

Y

Assessment
Core

2 weeks
on-site,
1.5 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
1.5 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
1.5 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
1.5 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
1.5 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
1.5 off-site

17

Coursework
%

Practical %

Examination
%

40

35

25

40

35

25

40

35

25

Y

40

35

25

Y

40

35

25

Y

40

35

25

Option

Y

Y

Y
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Module Title

Module
Code

Level/
Stage

CPD
points

Availability*
S1

S2

Asset Management

NQF9

10

Y

Y

Project Assessment

NQF9

10

Y

Y

NQF9

10

Y

Y

NQF9

10

Y

Y

Project Procurement

Research Methods

Duration

Assessment
Core

(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
1.5 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
1.5 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
1.5 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
1.5 off-site
(blended
learning)

* depends on the service provider.
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Option

Coursework
%

Practical %

Examination
%

Y

40

35

25

Y

40

35

25

Y

40

35

25

Y

40

35

25
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Option 2: Professional Masters Degree Programme Summary

This section presents the proposed Professional Master’s Degree Programme offering. In this
offering participants obtain a Professional Masters from one or more collaborating service providers
and will select a pre-specified number of core and elective courses, complete pre- and post-course
assignments and attend ‘block weeks’ at one of the partner institutions. During these ‘block weeks’
lecturers and guest lecturers (from industry) will discuss the course content alongside exercises,
group assignments and (where applicable) excursions. The ‘block weeks’ (which typically consist of
five days of instruction and three days of group work, one day of excursions) is followed by a written
test (day 10).
In addition, we expect students to spend about three weeks on a pre-assignment under online
guidance from the convenor, and six weeks following the course completing readings and a written
major assignment, also under online guidance from the convenor. The test plus written assignments
will be graded. A Typical Master Course is 20 credits (at NQF level 9).
After successfully completing the modules and a 45 credits research project, participants will obtain
the Professional Master’s Degree from one or more of the participating universities (single or joint
degree).
The descriptions below present the programme specification, outcomes and structure, which is
presented in tables. The module descriptions follow in Section 4.

Programme Specification
Professional Masters in Transportation Leadership
Programme Title
Professional Masters in Transportation Leadership (MTL)
Criteria for
A minimum of a 2nd class Honours Degree, or above in a relevant, Engineering,
Admissions
Management, or Planning discipline, or a recognised equivalent qualification. At least
five years of relevant work experience in the transport sector is required. (Professional
status will also be taken into account). Applicants must provide evidence of an IELTS*
score of 6.5, with not less than 5.5 in any component, or an equivalent qualification
acceptable to the university.
*Taken within the last two years.
Portfolio
Details

Applicants will be required
to submit a curriculum vitae
together with a short
portfolio which
demonstrates technical and
managerial experience in the
transport sector together
with a recommendation
from their employer.

Mode of Study
Type of Programme

Applicants will be
required to undertake an
interview as part of the
criteria for admission.

Interview Details

Part-time (10 modules (core and electives), including a
research project).
Postgraduate

Length of
Programme

19

Part-time
(two
years)

Total Credits
for
Programme

At
least
180
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Exit Awards
available

Professional Master’s Degree certificate.

Awarding Institution / Body

Joint degree between an African university and a UK
(or other internationally recognised) university.

Teaching Institution

Partly at an African university and partly at another
internationally recognised university.

School / Department

School of Civil Engineering / School of Management
Sciences / School of Business.

Framework for Higher Education
Qualification Level

NQF Level 9 (South Africa) / Level 7 (United Kingdom).

QAA Benchmark Group

QAA benchmark standards for engineering /
management & business will be adhered to for the
individual courses and course outcomes. In both
countries, accreditation by relevant bodies needs to be
obtained, where the key challenge is accreditation of
the multi-disciplinary content (spanning engineering
and management sciences).

http://www.qaa.ac.uk/assuring-standardsand-quality/the-quality-code/subject
– benchmark-statements

Accreditations
(PSRB)

e.g. Engineering
Council of South Africa

Date of Accreditation
Visit

NA

Accreditations
(PSRB)

e.g. Joint Board of
Moderators,
Institutions of Civil
Engineering (UK) and
Structured
Engineering (UK)

Date of Accreditation
Visit

NA

Accreditations
(PSRB)

e.g. Chartered
Institution of
Highways &
Transportation

Date of Accreditation
Visit

NA

External Examiner Name:

External Examiner Institution/Organisation

To be appointed (per module in SA, for the
whole programme in the UK).

20
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Educational Aims of the Programme:
On completion of the programme the student will be able to:
•

Develop practical and professional skills in the critical acquisition, analysis, interpretation and understanding of the transportation sector in Africa.

•

Develop a comprehensive approach by integrating the technical knowledge of planning, design, engineering, operations and construction with
financial, legal, I.T., commercial leadership and managerial skills. These leadership skills will be developed from the management of simple to
complex transport projects from project planning and conception to construction engineering and maintenance; and operation.

•

Develop critical and analytical problem-solving skills across a broad range of subjects and transferable skills that relate to literacy, numeracy,
computing, teamwork, group work, communication, leadership and personal presentations.

•

The Research Project provides an opportunity for students to independently produce a structured research document with clear aims and
objectives, stating hypotheses to be tested within a relevant problem in the African transportation sector. The dissertation will clearly communicate
their analysis of the data obtained, how it may or may not align with literature or agree with their hypotheses. It will also discuss implications for
practice within the transportation sector.

Learning Outcomes: Cognitive Skills
On the completion of the Programme successful students will
be able to:

Teaching / Learning Methods and
Strategies

Methods of Assessment

Plan, conduct, present and report a major independent
research project in transportation leadership.

Students’ intellectual skills are developed
through lectures (following a blended
learning approach), tutorials, directed
reading, problem-solving scenarios and
group work exercises and presentations.

Assessment is made using
examinations, coursework
(individual and group work
submissions), an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.

Further opportunity for the development
of intellectual skills specifically for the
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Understand and apply mitigating measures to counteract the
risks / impacts of projects in the transport sector.

programme is offered by the independent
research project work.
The range of topics covered in the
programme will develop the student’s
‘problem solving skills’ to a high level and
help them to think in new and imaginative
ways to solve difficult complex transport
sectoral problems.

In the case of the Research Project,
assessment will be on the basis of an
8,000 – 10,000 word dissertation.

Students’ intellectual skills are developed
through lectures (following a blended
learning approach), tutorials, directed
reading, problem-solving scenarios and
student presentations.

Assessment is made using
examinations, coursework
(individual and group work
submissions), an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.

Further opportunity for the development
of intellectual skills specifically for the
programme is offered by the individual and
independent research project work.
The range of topics covered in the
programme will develop the student’s
‘problem solving skills’ and help them to
think in new and imaginative ways to solve
complex real-life problems in the transport
sector.
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Critically analyse, evaluate and interpret qualitative and
quantitative data related to the African transport sector.

Students’ intellectual skills are developed
through lectures (following a blended
learning approach), tutorials, directed
reading, problem-solving scenarios and
student presentations.
Further opportunity for the development
of intellectual skills specifically for the
programme is offered by the individual and
independent research project work.

Assessment is made using
examinations, coursework
(individual and group work
submissions), an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.
In the case of the Research Project,
assessment will be on the basis of an
8,000 – 10,000 word dissertation.

The range of topics covered in the
programme will develop the student’s
‘problem solving skills’ and help them to
think in new and imaginative ways to solve
complex real-life problems in the transport
sector.
Formulate and test concepts and hypotheses; both theoretically
and in practice that relate to issues of transportation planning,
engineering, operations and their impacts in the African
transport sector.

Students’ intellectual skills are developed
through lectures (following a blended
learning approach), tutorials, directed
reading, problem-solving scenarios and
student presentations.
Further opportunity for the development
of intellectual skills specifically for the
programme is offered by the individual and
independent research project work.
The range of topics covered in the
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Assessment is made using
examinations, coursework
(individual and group work
submissions), an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.
In the case of the Research Project,
assessment will be on the basis of an
8,000 – 10,000 word dissertation.
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programme will develop the student’s
‘problem solving skills’ and help them to
think in new and imaginative ways to solve
complex real-life problems in the transport
sector.
Make informed judgments on complex and uncertain issues,
e.g. interpret a diversity of multi-factors affecting African
transport sector realities.

Students’ intellectual skills are developed
through lectures (following a blended
learning approach), tutorials, directed
reading, problem-solving scenarios and
student presentations.
Further opportunity for the development
of intellectual skills specifically for the
programme is offered by the individual and
independent research project work.

Assessment is made using
examinations, coursework
(individual and group work
submissions), an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.
In the case of the Research Project,
assessment will be on the basis of an
8,000 – 10,000 word dissertation.

The range of topics covered in the
programme will develop the student’s
‘problem solving skills’ and help them to
think in new and imaginative ways to solve
difficult real-life problems in the transport
sector.
Learning Outcomes: Transferable Skills (skills that can be used across a range of disciplines / activities within the transport sector)
On the completion of the Programme successful students will
be able to:

Teaching / Learning Methods and
Strategies

Methods of Assessment

Make effective use of both oral and written skills and can
communicate effectively, both digitally and interpersonally, to
both specialist and non-specialist audiences within the context
of projects in the transport sector.

Students’ transferable skills are developed
through presentation exercises, student
and tutor-led discussions, preparation for
oral and written presentations, group

The assessment of the majority of
the transferable skills forms an
integral part of the overall
assessment of the degree pathway.
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working exercises and the extended
individual project.

Group working, written and oral
communication skills are assessed
directly. Practical skills in the use of
I.T. are not formally assessed,
although the development of I.T.
skills are integral to the learning and
teaching process underpinning the
degree and are assessed indirectly.

Demonstrate competency in using I.T. and computer skills e.g.
Microsoft Office, Microsoft Project; ArcGIS, SSPS and other
software.

Students’ transferable skills are developed
through presentation exercises, student
and tutor-led discussions, preparation for
oral and written presentations, group
working exercises and the extended
individual project in the context of
transportation leadership.

The assessment of the majority of
the transferable skills forms an
integral part of the overall
assessment of the degree pathway.
Group working, written and oral
communication skills are assessed
directly. Practical skills in the use of
I.T. are not formally assessed,
although the development of I.T.
skills are integral to the learning and
teaching process underpinning the
degree and are assessed indirectly.

Demonstrate an ability to learn and then apply that learning in
the context of projects in the African transport sector.

Students’ transferable skills are developed
through presentation exercises, student
and tutor-led discussions, preparation for
oral and written presentations, group
working exercises and the extended
individual project.

The assessment of the majority of
the transferable skills forms an
integral part of the overall
assessment of the degree pathway.
Group working, written and oral
communication skills are assessed
directly. Practical skills in the use of
I.T. are not formally assessed,
although the development of I.T.
skills are integral to the learning and
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teaching process underpinning the
degree and are assessed indirectly.
Demonstrate the ability to apply transferable skills in the
context of projects in the African transport sector.

Students’ transferable skills are developed
through presentation exercises, student
and tutor-led discussions, preparation for
oral and written presentations, group
working exercises and the extended
individual project.

The assessment of the majority of
the transferable skills forms an
integral part of the overall
assessment of the degree pathway.
Group working, written and oral
communication skills are assessed
directly. Practical skills in the use of
I.T. are not formally assessed,
although the development of I.T.
skills are integral to the learning and
teaching process underpinning the
degree and are assessed indirectly.

Work in a team and understand professional responsibilities in
the context of projects in the African transport sector.

Students’ transferable skills are developed
through presentation exercises, student
and tutor-led discussions, preparation for
oral and written presentations, group
working exercises and the extended
individual project.

The assessment of the majority of
the transferable skills forms an
integral part of the overall
assessment of the degree pathway.
Group working, written and oral
communication skills are assessed
directly. Practical skills in the use of
I.T. are not formally assessed,
although the development of I.T.
skills are integral to the learning and
teaching process underpinning the
degree and are assessed indirectly.

Demonstrate leadership, independent judgment, autonomy,
and personal responsibility in addressing potentially complex
situations in professional or equivalent environments (i.e.
through their independent Research Project).

Students will, with appropriate supervision,
independently produce a structured
research document with clear aims and
objectives, stating hypotheses to be tested

The assessment of the majority of
the transferable skills forms an
integral part of the overall
assessment of the degree pathway.
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within a relevant African transport sector
problem. The research will include a
review of research methodologies, a
comprehensive literature review and the
development of research questions to test
their hypotheses in a social and / or
engineering sciences research context. The
dissertation will clearly communicate their
analysis of the data obtained, how it may
or may not align with literature or agree
with their hypotheses. It will also discuss
implications for practice within the African
transport sector.

Group working, written and oral
communication skills are assessed
directly. Practical skills in the use of
I.T. are not formally assessed,
although the development of I.T.
skills are integral to the learning and
teaching process underpinning the
degree and are assessed indirectly.

On the completion of the Programme successful students will
be able to:

Teaching / Learning Methods and
Strategies

Methods of Assessment

Develop practical and professional skills in the critical
acquisition, analysis, interpretation and understanding of
projects in the African transport sector.

Students’ acquisition of core knowledge
and understanding is achieved primarily
through independent study supported by
lectures, tutorials and group work.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, a post-assignment and
in oral presentations by both
individuals and project groups.

Develop a holistic approach by integrating the technical
knowledge of planning, design, engineering, operations and
construction with financial, legal, I.T., commercial leadership
and managerial skills. These leadership skills for the African
transport sector will be developed from the management of
simple to complex transport projects from project planning and
conception to construction engineering and maintenance; and
operation; e.g. construction economics and finance, strategic
management, information systems, construction law,

Students’ acquisition of core knowledge
and understanding is achieved primarily
through independent study supported by
lectures, tutorials and group work.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, a post-assignment and
in oral presentations by both
individuals and project groups.

In the case of the Research Project,
assessment will be on an 8,000 10,000 word dissertation.

Learning Outcomes: Knowledge and Understanding
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international construction markets and competitive advantage.
Develop critical and analytical problem-solving skills across a
broad range of subjects and transferable skills that relate to
literacy, numeracy, computing, teamwork, group work, and
personal presentations and interactions to prepare students for
leadership roles

Students’ acquisition of core knowledge
and understanding is achieved primarily
through independent study supported by
lectures, tutorials and group work.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, a post-assignment and
in oral presentations by both
individuals and project groups.

Develop the professional ability and an underlying aptitude to
apply appropriate theoretical and practical management
methods in the analysis and solution of planning, design,
engineering and construction problems in the Transport Sector.

Students’ acquisition of core knowledge
and understanding is achieved primarily
through independent study supported by
lectures, tutorials and group work.
In the case of the Research Project
students will, with appropriate Supervision,
independently produce a structured
research document with clear aims and
objectives, stating hypotheses to be tested
within a relevant transportation leadership
area. The research will include a review of
research methodologies, a comprehensive
literature review and the development of
research questions to test their hypotheses
in a social and/or engineering sciences
research context. The dissertation will
clearly communicate their analysis of the
data obtained, how it may or may not align
with literature or agree with their
hypotheses. It will also discuss implications
for practice within the African transport
sector.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, a post-assignment and
in oral presentations by both
individuals and project groups.

Understand and apply the underlying theory in the
management of consulting, contracting and development
businesses, including human resource issues, finance and
accounting, leadership and organisational issues.
Lead and work effectively with project teams and communicate
effectively in a variety of forms including digitally, orally and in
writing.
Understanding the expectations of clients, developers,
financiers, and investors in the transport sector.
Analyse typical African sectoral problems, design and
implement strategies for change.
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Learning Outcomes: Subject Specific Skills
On the completion of the Programme successful students will
be able to:

Teaching / Learning Methods and
Strategies

Methods of Assessment

Integrate data and methods to find solutions to real problems
in the African transport sector.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
an individual post-assignment and group
work.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.

Use simple transport models to analyse and solve transport
problems.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
an individual post-assignment and group
work.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.

Analyse and solve problems using a multi-disciplinary approach,
applying professional judgments to balance costs, time, quality
benefits, safety and social and environmental impact.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
an individual post-assignment and group
work.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.

Integrate and critically evaluate information.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
an individual post-assignment and group
work.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
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groups.
Formulate and apply appropriate solutions.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
an individual post-assignment and group
work.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.

Prepare technical reports and give technical presentations.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
an individual post-assignment and group
work.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.

Use the scientific literature effectively.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
an individual post-assignment and group
work.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.

Plan, conduct and write-up a programme of original research.

Student’s practical skills are developed
through independent study supported by
lectures, online tutorials and supervision,
an individual post-assignment and group
work.

Assessment is made using written
examinations (where required),
coursework, an individual postassignment and in oral presentations
by both individuals and project
groups.
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Programme requirements *
Module Title

Research project

Module
Code

Level/
Stage

NQF9

Credits

45

Availability
S1

S2

Y

Y

Effective Leadership

NQF9

20

Y

Y

Management and
Mentoring

NQF9

20

Y

Y

Project
Management

NQF9

20

Y

Y

Road Engineering

NQF9

20

Y

Y

Transport Systems

NQF9

20

Y

Y

Duration

Assessment
Core

24 weeks
2 weeks
on-site,
10 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
10 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
10 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
10 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
10 off-site
(blended
learning)
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Coursework
%

Practical %

Examination
%

100

0

0

80

20

0

80

20

0

80

20

0

Y

80

20

0

Y

80

20

0

Option

Y

Y

Y

Y
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Module Title

Module
Code

Level/
Stage

Credits

Availability
S1

Duration

S2

Transport Policy

NQF9

20

Y

Y

Asset Management

NQF9

20

Y

Y

Project Assessment

NQF9

20

Y

Y

Project Procurement

NQF9

20

Y

Y

Research Methods

NQF9

20

Y

Y

Assessment
Core

2 weeks
on-site,
10 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
onsite,
10 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
10 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
10 off-site
(blended
learning)
2 weeks
on-site,
10 off-site
(blended
learning)

* depends on the service providers.
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Option

Coursework
%

Practical %

Examination
%

Y

80

20

0

Y

80

20

0

Y

80

20

0

Y

80

20

0

Y

80

20

0
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4

Module Summaries (CPD and Professional Masters)

These module summaries are standard proformas and are relevant to both the CPD and Professional
Masters programmes. The module summaries for each programme have been combined to avoid
repetition, with the differences between the programmes identified within each table. These
differences relate to the format of the offering (i.e. a block week for CPD vs. blended learning for the
Masters) and the assignment requirements.

4.1

Effective Leadership

Enrolment information
Core information
Career

CPD / Postgraduate degree

Offered

Block Week (CPD) / Blended learning, including block week (PG)

Teaching time for timetable
Timetabled at same time as

TBA

Lectures (hours)

40 hours in 1 block week (Mon to Fri)

Tutorials (hours)

24 Hours (Sat, Mon and Tue after block week)

Assessment
Pre-assignment (CPD/PG)

15% Knowledge and skills boost

Group Assignment (CPD/PG)

20% Skills development

Test Paper (CPD/PG)

65% 120 minutes

Major Assignment (PG)

Application of all knowledge and skills (PG / 100% extra)

Module links
Pre-requisites

TSLDP Module: Introduction to leadership in transportation

Co-requisites

None

Descriptive information
Course contents
This course aims to equip students with competencies that are required for leaders who are expected to
set the vision, mission and objectives for the sub-Saharan transportation sector in the future.
Furthermore, they will be exposed to the different forms of leadership such as strategic leadership,
transactional leadership, tactical and operational leadership. Upon completion, the course participants
should be able to anticipate or identify the long-term changes that will occur in a futuristic sense within
their organisation or the broader transportation sector, plan responses to these changes and equip their
team to respond to them. The last component of the course will focus on skills that will help the course
participants effectively communicate their vision to members of their team.
Learning outcomes — knowledge and understanding
On completion of the module the course participant should know and understand:
•

how to communicate scientific, engineering and other technical information

•

how to anticipate changes in trends within the sector

•

how to lead projects, programmes, organisations effectively
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•

examples of best and worst practices of leadership in the transport sector

•

principles of good governance

•

principles of critical thinking

•

principles of systems thinking

•

principles of ethics and compliance in transport sector projects and programmes

•

the complexities and uncertainties of transport projects, in particular mega-projects, and their
leadership requirements

•

the Sustainable Development Goals

Learning outcomes — intellectual abilities
After completing this module the course participant should be able to appreciate and apply principles of
effective leadership to transport sector projects, programmes and the organisations the person is
working for.
Learning outcomes — subject specific skills
On completion of the module the course participant should be able to:
•

write and present a technical report

•

know how to effectively lead a project, programme or organisation

•

relate effective leadership to overarching goals of SDGs, good governance, ethics, compliance and
more

•

apply critical thinking and systems thinking techniques to leading complex and uncertain project and
programmes

Learning outcomes — transferable skills#
This module will enhance the following skills:
•

the ability to effectively lead and communicate

•

the ability to anticipate changes in trends within the organisation / sector

•

the ability to plan responses to those changes

•

the ability to motivate others to move in the planned direction

#

skills that can be used across a range of disciplines / activities within the transport sector.
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4.2

Management and Mentoring

Enrolment information
Core information
Career

CPD / Postgraduate degree

Offered

Block Week (CPD) / Blended learning, including block week (PG)

Teaching time for timetable
Timetabled at same time as

TBA

Lectures (hours)

40 hours in 1 block week (Mon to Fri)

Tutorials (hours)

24 Hours (Sat, Mon and Tue after block week)

Assessment
Pre-assignment (CPD/PG)

15% Knowledge and skills boost

Group Assignment (CPD/PG)

20% Skills development

Test Paper (CPD/PG)

65% 120 minutes

Major Assignment (PG)

Application of all knowledge and skills (PG / 100% extra)

Module links
Pre-requisites

TSLDP Module: Introduction to leadership in transportation
TSLDP Module: Effective leadership

Co-requisites

None

Descriptive information
Course contents
This course aims to introduce the course participant with functional and operation management skills, as
well as skills required for the participant to coach and mentor his / her team in the organisation. The
subjects, presented in a practical and hands-on way, enable participants to have an overview of the
functioning of an organisation. Upon completion, the student will be able to apply management skills in a
variety of organisations in the transport sector (albeit government, parastatal or private). The general
functions of management are covered, namely, planning, organising, leading, financial administration and
control, co-ordinating, and (intercultural) human resource management. In addition the general functions
of mentoring and coaching are covered, namely, talent management, situational leadership, coaching
skills, skilful communication and collaboration, motivating, and performance management. Specific
attention will also be given to equity, gender awareness and diversity.
Learning outcomes — knowledge and understanding
On completion of the module the participant should know and understand:
•

the general functions of management in an organisation

•

the principles of coaching and mentoring

•

key coaching and mentoring skills

•

how to support and empower individuals through coaching

Learning outcomes — intellectual abilities
After completing this module the course participant should be able to appreciate the general functions of
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management and apply them in an organisation / project setting, as well as provide basic mentoring and
coaching to others in the organisation.
Learning outcomes — subject specific skills
On completion of the module the participant should be able to:
•

effectively solve problems

•

analyse problems, judge and solve problems creatively

•

communicate

•

handle conflicts

•

manage talent

•

motivate and engage employees

•

manage and evaluate performance

•

empower employees (also in view of diversity and gender equality)

•

manage team dynamics

•

apply project planning and scheduling techniques

•

apply cost management techniques

•

explain the salient features of contract law and contract forms

•

use basic statistical techniques for data collection, analysis and presentation

•

use a range of optimisation techniques to aid decision making

Learning outcomes — transferable skills
This module will enhance the following skills:
•

to demonstrate effective problem solving and analytical skills

•

to demonstrate effective interpersonal skills

•

to demonstrate effective management skills and principles
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4.3

Project Management

Enrolment information
Core information
Career

CPD / Postgraduate degree

Offered

Block Week (CPD) / Blended learning, including block week (PG)

Teaching time for timetable
Timetabled at same time as

TBA

Lectures (hours)

40 hours in 1 block week (Mon to Fri)

Tutorials (hours)

24 Hours (Sat, Mon and Tue after block week)

Assessment
Pre-assignment (CPD/PG)

15% Knowledge and skills boost

Group Assignment (CPD/PG)

20% Skills development

Test Paper (CPD/PG)

65% 120 minutes

Major Assignment (PG)

Application of all knowledge and skills (PG / 100% extra)

Module links
Pre-requisites

TSLDP Module: Introduction to leadership in transportation

Co-requisites

TSLDP Module: Effective Leadership
TSLDP Module: Management and Mentoring

Descriptive information
Course contents
This course aims to introduce the course participant to the Project Management Knowledge Areas and
Project Management Processes; and the relationship of Project Management to other management
disciplines. The Project Management Body of knowledge and its place in the trans-disciplinary study of the
abstract organisation of projects and how this is independent of the substance, type, or spatial or
temporal scale of existence, investigation of both the principles common to all complex projects, emphasis
is placed on real systems that are open to, and interact with, their environments, and that acquire
qualitatively new properties through emergence, resulting in continual evolution, systems concepts
including: system-environment boundary, input, output, process, state, hierarchy, goal-directedness, and
information.
Learning outcomes — knowledge and understanding
On completion of the module the course participant should know and understand:
•

the complexity of project management

•

the various phases through which projects go

•

the principles of the systems approach

•

financial aspects of project management

•

contract planning and control

•

contract law and conditions of contracts

•

the basis of response surface methods
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•

the application of optimisation techniques to engineering projects

•

approaches to the analysis of experimental data

Learning outcomes — intellectual abilities
After completing this module the course participant should be able to: demonstrate an understanding of
the project management framework and how it integrates the systems thinking approach and
organisational learning programmes.
Learning outcomes — subject specific skills
On completion of the module the course participant should be able to:
•

view the planning and progress of projects logically and systematically

•

apply project planning and scheduling techniques

•

apply cost management techniques

•

explain the salient features of contract law and contract forms

•

use basic statistical techniques for data collection, analysis and presentation

•

use a range of optimisation techniques to aid decision making

Learning outcomes — transferable skills
This module will enhance the following skills:
•

the ability to critically investigate the role of data in project management

•

the solution of non-routine problems

•

the solution of some project management problems through systematic analysis

•

the ability to learn independently
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4.4

Road Engineering

Enrolment information
Core information
Career

CPD / Postgraduate degree

Offered

Block Week (CPD) / Blended learning, including block week (PG)

Teaching time for timetable
Timetabled at same time as

TBA

Lectures (hours)

40 hours in 1 block week (Mon to Fri)

Tutorials (hours)

24 Hours (Sat, Mon and Tue after block week)

Assessment
Pre-assignment (CPD/PG)

15% Knowledge and skills boost

Group Assignment (CPD/PG)

20% Skills development

Test Paper (CPD/PG)

65% 120 minutes

Major Assignment (PG)

Application of all knowledge and skills (PG / 100% extra)

Module links
Pre-requisites

TSLDP Module: Introduction to leadership in transportation

Co-requisites

None

Descriptive information
Course contents
This course aims to introduce the course participant to the application of technology and scientific
principles to the design of road networks for a safe, universal, comfortable, convenient, economical, and
environmentally compatible movement of people and goods. It also seeks to provide the course
participant with an understanding of the fundamentals of road engineering and design by providing a
grounding in techniques for the design of the different road elements such as intersections, pavements,
drainage as well as for the estimation of traffic flows (both urban roads, rural roads and highways).
Learning outcomes — knowledge and understanding
On completion of the module the course participant should know and understand:
•

the interaction between road infrastructure and the transportation environment

•

the principles of road design in a rural, urban and multimodal context

•

the elements of road design such as route selection, geometric design, junction design drainage
design, pavement and materials engineering and equitable road space design

•

the design co-ordination between the above-mentioned elements

•

the principles of low volume roads (LVR) design

•

the principles of universal design in road engineering

•

the principles of safe design in road engineering

•

the principles of public space design relative to road engineering

•

the application of Computer Aided Design (CAD) to the design of roads

Learning outcomes — intellectual abilities
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On completion of the module the course participant should:
•

understand the interaction between road infrastructure and the transportation environment

•

understand the principles of road design in a rural, urban and multimodal context

•

understand the elements of road design such as route selection, geometric design, junction design
drainage design, pavement and materials engineering and equitable road space design

•

understand the design co-ordination between the above-mentioned elements

•

understand the principles of low volume roads (LVR) design

•

understand the principles of universal design in road engineering

•

understand the principles of safe design in road engineering

•

understand the principles of public space design relative to road engineering

•

understand the applications of Computer Aided Design (CAD) to the design of roads

Learning outcomes — subject specific skills
On completion of the module the course participant should be able to:
•

view road engineering projects logically and systematically

•

apply road design techniques

•

apply principles of low volume roads (LVR) design

•

apply principles of universal design in road engineering

•

apply principles of safe design in road engineering

•

apply principles of public space design relative to road engineering

•

able to co-ordinate the various aspects of road design indicated above

•

Perform road design in computer aided design software

Learning outcomes — transferable skills
This module will enhance the following skills:
•

the ability to solve road design problems through mathematical analysis

•

the ability to communicate the results of road designs projects

•

the ability to critically investigate the connection between roads and public spaces

•

the reflective evaluation of work in which the student was involved

•

the solution of non-routine problems

•

the development of solutions from an initial idea

•

the solution of some project management problems through systematic analysis

•

the ability to learn independently
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4.5

Transport Systems and Operations

Enrolment information
Core information
Career

CPD / Postgraduate degree

Offered

Block Week (CPD) / Blended learning, including block week (PG)

Teaching time for timetable
Timetabled at same time as

TBA

Lectures (hours)

40 hours in 1 block week (Mon to Fri)

Tutorials (hours)

24 Hours (Sat, Mon and Tue after block week)

Assessment
Pre-assignment (CPD/PG)

15% Knowledge and skills boost

Group Assignment (CPD/PG)

20% Skills development

Test Paper (CPD/PG)

65% 120 minutes

Major Assignment (PG)

Application of all knowledge and skills (PG/ 100% extra)

Module links
Pre-requisites

TSLDP Module: Introduction to leadership in transportation

Co-requisites

None

Descriptive information
Course contents
Transport systems and operations looks into the application of technology and scientific principles to the
design, operation and management of multi-modal transport systems, including all road-based (both
private and public), rail-based, non-motorised transport and paratransit modes, for the safe, rapid,
comfortable, convenient, economical, and environmental compatible movement of people and goods in
both an urban and rural setting. The foundation of the course is based on whole system design thinking,
which will treat the transport system as a holistic system with multiple stakeholders, multiple scales,
multiple objectives, and multiple impacts, including transport-related social exclusion and traffic safety.
Specifically this course aims to gain an understanding of the technical and behavioural fundamentals of
transport systems design and operations by providing an overview of the steps and elements involved in
designing and operating road-based transport systems, non-motorised transport systems, public transport
systems, and the management and control of these systems.
A traffic simulation group work will enable the students to see the impacts of their design and operational
decisions on the whole transport system performance.
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Learning outcomes — knowledge and understanding
On completion of the module the participant should know and understand:
•

the theoretical foundations of Whole Systems Design

•

the key design and operational challenges of urban and rural transportation

•

the elements that make up multi-modal transportation systems

•

the behavioural foundations of transportation system analysis

•

the fundamental principles of traffic engineering design, management and control, including road
safety

•

key aspects of non-motorised transport design and operations

•

key aspects of public transport design and operations, including paratransit modes

Learning outcomes — intellectual abilities
After completing this module the course participant should be able to perform a basic design and
assessment of a transportation system (in an urban or rural setting), including its various parts and
elements as well as judge the type of impacts it will have on the economy, environment and society.
Learning outcomes — subject specific skills
On completion of the module the course participant should be able to:
•

describe, design and understand the operational implications of various and integral parts and
elements of transport systems

•

perform a basic design exercise for elements of a multi-modal transport system

•

assess the impacts of design and operational design choices on system performance and impact

•

perform a traffic simulation analysis in a selected traffic simulation software

Learning outcomes — transferable skills
This module will enhance the following skills:
•

the ability to critically investigate transport system components

•

to distinguish urban from rural transport challenges

•

apply whole systems design thinking

•

ability to set up and perform a basic simulation exercise

•

the ability to learn independently
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4.6

Transport Policy

Enrolment information
Core information
Career

CPD / Postgraduate degree

Offered

Block Week (CPD) / Blended learning, including block week (PG)

Teaching time for timetable
Timetabled at same time as

TBA

Lectures (hours)

40 hours in 1 block week (Mon to Fri)

Tutorials (hours)

24 Hours (Sat, Mon and Tue after block week)

Assessment
Pre-assignment (CPD/PG)

15% Knowledge and skills boost

Group Assignment (CPD/PG)

20% Skills development

Test Paper (CPD/PG)

65% 120 minutes

Major Assignment (PG)

Application of all knowledge and skills (PG / 100% extra)

Module links
Pre-requisites

TSLDP Module: Introduction to leadership in transportation

Co-requisites

None

Descriptive information
Course contents
The objective of this course is to provide course participants with an overview of the problems and
prospects of aligning transport planning processes with existing policy directives and contextual realities,
as well as establishing a more integrated approach to the planning of urban activity and transport systems,
which interact in complex ways in contemporary cities. It offers course participants a coherent
conceptualisation of the processes involved in addressing such problems, explores methods and processes
through which appropriate integrated urban land use-transport policy, plans and programmes might be
formulated, and provides opportunities to reflect critically on current developments in the field both
locally and internationally.
Learning outcomes — knowledge and understanding
On completion of the module the course participants should know and understand:
•

the conceptual transport framework (role of transport in urban activity systems; travel need, travel
behaviour, systems of urban transport provision; urban activity systems and land use patterns, urban
land market and urban planning, land use-transport connection, generic city forms and associated
transport networks)

•

Planning intervention in urban activity and transport systems (rationale for planning intervention as a
field of public action / policy, evolution of approaches to planning, methods in both the land use and
transport planning arenas, considerations of economic efficiency, social equity and environmental
sustainability as planning objectives)

•

Approaches to integrated land use-transport planning: local and international experience (current
concepts, such as transit oriented development and public transport-based development corridors,
legislative, policy and organisational issues, implementable frameworks or measures, and outcomes).
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Learning outcomes — intellectual abilities
Course participants who have completed the course successfully should:
•

have a clear conceptual understanding of the complex dynamics of interaction between urban land
use and transport systems

•

comprehend the essential nature of the planning process and its key moments, understand why
planning intervention in urban transport and land use systems is warranted, and have a critical
perspective on the implications of different planning approaches for issues of appropriate process and
method

•

be familiar with the current legislative and policy frameworks governing transport and land use
planning in South Africa and have a critical understanding of their implications for planning practice,
particularly at the local level

•

be equipped to draw critically on the lessons of experience in integrated land use-transport planning
both locally and internationally in this endeavour

Learning outcomes — subject specific skills
On completion of the module the course participants should be able to:
•

view policies, plans and frameworks and assess local impacts and applicability

•

apply policy and planning theories in a holistic manner

•

use case study information to identify do’s and don’ts

•

Communicate findings in a coherent, well-structured and clear manner

Learning outcomes — transferable skills
This module will enhance the following skills:
•

the ability to critically investigate policy directives

•

the identification local applicability of findings

•

the identification of positive and negative aspects of policies and their implications for practice

•

the ability to learn independently
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4.7

Asset Management

Enrolment information
Core information
Career

CPD / Postgraduate degree

Offered

Block Week (CPD) / Blended learning, including block week (PG)

Teaching time for timetable
Timetabled at same time as

TBA

Lectures (hours)

40 hours in 1 block week (Mon to Fri)

Tutorials (hours)

24 Hours (Sat, Mon and Tue after block week)

Assessment
Pre-assignment (CPD/PG)

15% Knowledge and skills boost

Group Assignment (CPD/PG)

20% Skills development

Test Paper (CPD/PG)

65% 120 minutes

Major Assignment (PG)

Application of all knowledge and skills (PG / 100% extra)

Module links
Pre-requisites

TSLDP Module: Introduction to leadership in transportation

Co-requisites

None

Descriptive information
Course contents
This course aims to introduce the course participant to aspects of asset management in the transport
sector. Assets can be seen as physical infrastructure, a transport network or a human resource. The
course covers the general approaches to asset management across the transport network including both
physical transport networks such as road and rail, to managing assets in the public transport sector. A
major focus of the course is the study of Pavement Management Systems which are a useful exemplar of
other asset management systems.
Learning outcomes — knowledge and understanding
On completion of the module the course participant should know and understand:
•

the general approaches to managing assets in the transport sector

•

the underlying principles of transport economics

•

the legal framework around asset management and legal responsibilities

•

the academic framework for asset management systems
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Learning outcomes — intellectual abilities
On completion of the module the course participant should:
•

understand the economic approach to asset management in the transport sector

•

understand the legal responsibilities around asset management

•

understand how to procure and implement asset management systems

•

be able to demonstrate asset management techniques through the use of a Pavement Management
System

Learning outcomes — subject specific skills
On completion of the module the course participant should be able to:
•

embed and critically overview asset management systems in the transport sector

•

be familiar with a Pavement Management System

•

apply cost management techniques to transport assets

Learning outcomes — transferable skills
This module will enhance the following skills:
•

the ability to critically overview asset management systems

•

the reflective evaluation of the appropriateness of the asset management systems

•

the solution of non-routine asset management problems

•

the development of solutions to asset management from an initial idea

•

the ability to learn independently
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4.8

Project Assessment

Enrolment information
Core information
Career

CPD / Postgraduate degree

Offered

Block Week (CPD) / Blended learning, including block week (PG)

Contact teaching time for timetable
Timetabled at same time as

TBA

Lectures (hours)

40 hours in 1 block week (Mon to Fri)

Tutorials (hours)

24 Hours (Sat, Mon and Tue after block week)

Assessment
Pre-assignment (CPD/PG)

15% Knowledge and skills boost

Group Assignment (CPD/PG)

20% Skills development

Test Paper (CPD/PG)

65% 120 minutes

Major Assignment (PG)

Application of all knowledge and skills (PG / 100% extra)

Module links
Pre-requisites

TSLDP Module: Introduction to leadership in transportation

Co-requisites

None

Descriptive information
Course contents
Transport systems, and the array of planned interventions into these systems, have become too complex
for many conventional urban passenger transport demand analysis practices. In particular a shift in
passenger transport policy away from the supply of additional road capacity as the principle means of
addressing transport problems, to an appropriate balance between infrastructure supply and the
management of transport systems and the way passengers use them, has introduced significant additional
complexities for data collection, processing and analysis, as well as transport project assessment practices.
Quality travel data is needed to analyse and frame urban passenger transport problems, and to monitor
changing patterns of travel demand and travel behaviour in response to system interventions. Project
assessment methods are needed to ensure that they are operationally effective, socially equitable and
environmentally sustainable benefits are derived from interventions into transport systems. Many current
methods of data collection, processing and evaluation were developed during a period of relative
economic prosperity in the developed world, in order to facilitate the large-scale construction of inter- and
intra-city freeways and arterials. These methods often omit important aspects of travel demand from data
collection and modelling, tend to be cross-sectional or static in their analysis of transport patterns, and fail
to incorporate social justice and environmental issues adequately. The new policy discourse requires the
utilisation of a broader set of methods for data collection, processing and evaluation. This course is
intended to address that need. The objective of this course is to familiarise students with surveying, data
processing and assessment tools used during different stages of the transport planning process. Different
approaches and the advantages and disadvantages of the various tools and analytical techniques
identified are discussed. The course exposes participants to current developments in the field both locally
and internationally.
Learning outcomes — knowledge and understanding
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On completion of the module the course participant should know and understand:
•

the complexity of project data collection, processing and assessment

•

the various methods available to collect data

•

the various methods available to assess (impacts of) projects (CBA, (S)MCA, sustainable Livelihoods)

•

the principles of the holistic systems approach thinking (including the triple bottom line);

•

the analysis of data, including statistical testing

Learning outcomes — intellectual abilities
After completing this module the course participant should be able to: demonstrate an understanding of
the project assessment theories, the advantages and disadvantages of various approaches, as well as the
variables that need consideration (social (including gender based) equity, environmental sustainability and
economic welfare).
Learning outcomes — subject-specific skills
On completion of the module the course participant should be able to:
•

view the planning and assessment of projects logically and systematically

•

apply project assessment, including impact assessment, techniques in an holistic manner

•

use basic statistical techniques for data collection, analysis and presentation;

•

use a range of assessment techniques to aid decision making, including GIS based tools

Learning outcomes — transferable skills
This module will enhance the following skills:
•

the ability to critically investigate project impacts

•

the identification of non-routine solutions

•

the identification of project solution through systematic analysis

•

the ability to learn independently
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4.9

Project Procurement

Enrolment information
Core information
Career

CPD / Postgraduate degree

Offered

Block Week (CPD) / Blended learning, including block week (PG)

Teaching time for timetable
Timetabled at same time as

TBA

Lectures (hours)

40 hours in 1 block week (Mon to Fri)

Tutorials (hours)

24 Hours (Sat, Mon and Tue after block week)

Assessment
Pre-assignment (CPD/PG)

15% Knowledge and skills boost

Group Assignment (CPD/PG)

20% Skills development

Test Paper (CPD/PG)

65% 120 minutes

Major Assignment (PG)

Application of all knowledge and skills (PG / 100% extra)

Module links
Pre-requisites

TSLDP Module: Introduction to leadership in transportation

Co-requisites

None

Descriptive information
Course contents
This course aims to introduce the course participant to the concepts, methods and best practices involved in
the project procurement life cycle. It will also acquaint them with an understanding of the various activities
that are involved in a procurement process such as purchasing and contracting. The course also seeks to
facilitate a general appreciation of how procurement interfaces with the other activities carried out during
the life cycle of a project and how it relates to other control mechanisms with a project. Lastly, the module
will cover the critical skills and techniques required to tackle problems arising in the procurement process,
and will help the student develop an understanding of how to identify and prepare the principal documents
involved in the procurement process.
Learning outcomes — knowledge and understanding
On completion of the module the course participant should know and understand:
•

the project procurement process and its various elements carried out throughout the lifecycle of a
project

•

the principles of project planning and legal framework

•

the principles of tendering and tender preparation

•

the principles of procurement

•

contract planning, control and different forms of contract

•

contract law

•

conditions of contract

•

contract negotiation
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Learning outcomes — intellectual abilities
On completion of the module the course participant should:
•

understand the project procurement process and its various elements carried out throughout the
lifecycle of a project

•

understand the principles of project planning and legal framework

•

understand the principles of tendering and tender preparation

•

understand the principles of procurement

•

understand the process of contract planning, control and different forms of contract

•

understand contract law to different procurement scenarios

•

understand and interpret / formulate the conditions of contribution

•

understand the requirements for contract negotiation

Learning outcomes — subject specific skills
On completion of the module the course participant should be able to:
•

apply the principles of tendering and tender preparation

•

apply the principles of procurement

•

apply the process of contract planning, control and different forms of contract

•

apply contract law and its application to different procurement scenarios

•

apply and interpret / formulate the conditions of contract

•

apply the requirements for contract negotiation

Learning outcomes — transferable skills
This module will enhance the following skills:
•

appreciate project procurement as a major component of project delivery

•

carry out the procurement of equipment materials, supplies, labour and services that are required for
the successful delivery of a project

•

formulate the conditions of contract for different project procurement requirements

•

prepare contract tenders

•

successfully negotiate procurement contracts
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4.10 Research project
Enrolment information
Core information
Career

CPD / Postgraduate degree

Offered

Block Week (CPD) / Blended learning, including block week (PG)

Teaching time for timetable
Timetabled at same time as

TBA

Lectures (hours)

40 hours in 1 block week (Mon to Fri)

Tutorials (hours)

24 Hours (Sat, Mon and Tue after block week)

Assessment
Pre-Assignment (CPD/PG)

15% Scoping research topic

Group Assignment (CPD/PG)

20% Research design and methodology for TSLDP

Research Paper (CPD)

65% Essay (250 hours)

Major Assignment (PG only)

Research thesis (PG / 100% extra)

Module links
Pre-requisites

All other modules in the TSLDP programme (the course Research
Methods is part of this course)

Co-requisites

None

Descriptive information
Course contents
The course aims to develop research skills, with a particular focus of developing professional practice in the
field of transport development and leadership. The objective of the research project is to provide students
with an opportunity to develop and enhance their skills in a selected area of professional transport practice.
The research involves undertaking a critical investigation of the origins, rationale, and debates surrounding a
selected policy, theory, practice and or / method applied in professional practice, mastering the necessary
activities associated with applying the practice, and reflecting upon how it might be improved.
Learning outcomes — knowledge and understanding
On completion of the course the participant you should know and understand:
•

how to carry out a substantial research-based project

•

how to analyse data and synthesize research findings

•

how to conduct basic statistical tests

•

how to report research findings in written and verbal forms

•

how to use research findings to advance the transport sector in Africa

•

the ethical foundations associated with research

Learning outcomes — intellectual abilities
After completing this module the course participant should be able to independently perform a small
scientific research project in the field of transportation, development and leadership.
Learning outcomes — subject specific skills
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On completion of the module the course participant should be able to:
•

do a critical reading and abstracting

•

perform a literature search, including citations and reference list

•

develop a research design

•

write a research proposal

•

to perform a literature review (using online scientific and grey data sources)

•

collect and analyse data

•

infer from data

•

conclude on research findings

•

report on research findings

•

see the relevance of ethical clearance in a research undertaking

Learning outcomes — transferable skills
This module will enhance the following skills:
•

to systematically investigate a problem

•

to conduct a literature review (using online library sources)

•

to perform basic statistical analysis

•

to write a report
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4.11 Research methods
Enrolment information
Core information
Career

CPD / Postgraduate degree

Offered

Block Week (CPD) / Blended learning, including block week (PG)

Teaching time for timetable
Timetabled at same time as

TBA

Lectures (hours)

40 hours in 1 block week (Mon to Fri)

Tutorials (hours)

24 Hours (Sat, Mon and Tue after block week)

Assessment
Pre-Assignment (CPD/PG)

15% Scoping research topic

Group Assignment (CPD/PG)

20% Skills development

Research Paper (CPD)

Research plan

Major Assignment (PG only)

Research proposal

Module links
Pre-requisites

None

Co-requisites

None

Descriptive information
Course contents
The course aims to develop research methodological skills, including data processing and statistical skills.
Students completing the course should have the conceptual skills needed to successfully conduct any
research project, including scientific research. Topics include research skills (the scientific method, induction
and deduction, inference, statistical thinking and ethics), technical writing skills (technical writing, searching
and interpretation of scientific literature, proper use of citations and communication of research outputs) as
well as data and statistics skills (experimental design, survey techniques, sampling, errors in modelling and
forecasting, quantification and the inferential paradigm, statistical modelling, hypothesis testing).
This course is also part of the research project, but can also be taken separately.
Learning outcomes — knowledge and understanding
On completion of the course the participant should know and understand:
•

how to design an experiment

•

how to set up and conduct research

•

how to conduct basic statistical tests

•

how to infer from data

•

how to write a research proposal / how to make a research plan

Learning outcomes — intellectual abilities
After completing this module the course participant should be able to independently define a small research
project and derive a research plan, including a plan for basic statistical analysis.
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Learning outcomes — subject specific skills
On completion of the module the course participant should be able to:
•

do critical reading and abstracting

•

perform a literature search, including citations and reference list

•

develop a research design

•

write a research proposal

•

to perform a literature review (using online scientific and grey data sources)

•

collect and analyse data

•

infer from data

•

conclude on research findings

•

report on research findings

•

see the relevance of ethical clearance in a research undertaking

Learning outcomes — transferable skills
This module will enhance the following skills:
•

to systematically investigate a problem

•

to conduct a literature review (using online library sources)

•

to perform basic statistical analysis

•

to write a report
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5

Offerings at Existing Institutions

A review of offerings from institutions in Africa and the UK was undertaken to determine which may
be of benefit to TSLDP and help identify gaps where further work may be required to prepare new
content.
This task is extensive and in reality, there are an innumerable amount of possible options and
courses which could potentially be of value to the TSLDP. In reality, it is neither feasible nor practical
to evaluate and tabulate all of these, so an effort was made to identify some key options. This work
is ongoing and a pragmatic review will take place as part of the Final Report to create a rationalised
set of courses/universities/professional bodies that are most likely to be of use to TSLDP.
An initial summary of this work for the African institutions is shown in Figure 1 and in the
Appendices which follow this report. This identifies the percentage of content which is envisaged for
TSLDP that is covered by existing courses. The gaps which are not covered may need to be filled
through new courses and/or content.
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Figure 1: Overview of Content Available at a Selection of African Universities Versus Curriculum Identified for TSLDP
Institution

Effective
Leadership

Management
Project
Road
and
Management Engineering
Mentoring

Centre for prof Dev, Ghana Technologu University College
Ghana Inst of Management and public Administration
International Leadership Institute, Ethiopia
Makerere University
University of Cape Town
Univeristy of Ghana, business School
University of Johannesburg
University of KwaZulu Natal
University of Pretoria
University of South Africa
University of Stellenbosch
University of Witwatersrand

No data
No data

0%

25%

50%

75%

Transport
Systems and
Operations

Transport
Policy

No data

No data
No data

100%
No data
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6

Conclusions

This report presents the proposed curricula for the CPD Programme and Masters Programme
options, which have been identified at this stage of TSLDP. These will go forward for inclusion in the
Final Report, the draft of which is due in September 2017 and a finalised version in October 2017.
An initial review of existing courses and gaps has been provided and will be further revised in the
Final Report.
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Appendix A: Course Offerings with Tertiary Institutions in Africa
The below overview summarises African and other worldwide offerings of courses (in various
formats, at various levels) that are partially or fully overlapping and / or relevant for the CPD
Programme, and by extension the Professional Masters Programme.

University of Cape Town
Course

Description

Period and Course
Level

Degree

1) Effective
Leadership

Course Name:
Description:

Duration:
Course Level:

Course Entry
Requirements:

2) Management
and Mentoring

Course Name:
Description:

Duration:
Course Level:

Course Entry
Requirements:

3) Project
Management

Course Name:
Project Management and System
Theory
Description:
The Project Management Body of
knowledge and its place in the transdisciplinary study of the abstract
organisation of projects,
independent of their substance,
type, or spatial or temporal scale of
existence; investigation of both the
principles common to all complex
projects, emphasis is placed on real
systems that are open to, and
interact with, their environments,
and that acquire qualitatively new
properties through emergence,
resulting in continual evolution;
Systems concepts including: systemenvironment boundary, input,
output, process, state, hierarchy,
goal-directedness, and information.

Duration:
Block week
Course Level:
PG: Level 5

Course Entry
Requirements:
The minimum
requirement is a
four-year Bachelor
or Honours Degree
in an appropriate
field, obtained
from a recognised
University.

4) Road
Engineering

Course Name:
Description:

Duration:
Course Level:

Course Entry
Requirements:

5) Transport
Systems

Course Name:
Description:

Duration:
Course Level:

Course Entry
Requirements:

6) Transport
Policy

Course Name:
Description:

Duration:
Course Level:

Course Entry
Requirements:
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7) Asset
Management

Course Name:
Advance Infrastructure Management
Description:
This course exposes students to the
concepts of municipal infrastructure
management. These concepts
include the context for Infrastructure
Management Planning, the process
of Infrastructure Management
Planning and the techniques
required to prepare an
Infrastructure Management Plan.

Duration:
Block week
Course Level:
PG: Level 5

Course Entry
Requirements:
The minimum
requirement is a
four-year Bachelor
or Honours Degree
in an appropriate
field, obtained
from a recognised
University.

8) Project
Assessment

Course Name:
Transport Demand Analysis and
Project Assessment
Description:
The objective of this course is to
familiarise students with survey,
data processing and assessment
tools used during different stages of
the transport planning process.
Different approaches and the
advantages and disadvantages of the
various tools and analytical
techniques identified are discussed.
The course exposes students to
current developments in the field
both locally and internationally.

Duration:
Block week
Course Level:
PG: Level 5

Course Entry
Requirements:
The minimum
requirement is a
four-year Bachelor
or Honours Degree
in an appropriate
field, obtained
from a recognised
University.

9) Project
Procurement

Course Name:
Professional Practice
Description:
This course is intended to prepare
students for the world of civil
engineering by exposing them to key
professional issues including: the
structure of the profession; the
project life cycle; contractual issues
and professional ethics.

Duration:
Course Level:
UG: Level 4

Course Entry
Requirements:
Admission is based
on both National
Senior Certificate
and National
Benchmark Test
results.

(estimated 30%
overlap)

University of the Witwatersrand
Course

Description

Period and Course
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Level
1) Effective
Leadership

Course Name:
Future Leaders
Development
Description:
As a new manager, get a
head start by understanding
how your area fits into the
organisation’s business
model. Gain practical skills
by simulating running a
business and uncover your
personal leadership style to
confidently take on the
future.

Duration: Full time13 days
Course Level:
Foundation Level
within Organisation

2) Management and
Mentoring

Course Name: Mentorship
for leaders
Description:
Your organisation can have
its own mentorship
programme by developing
in-company mentors who
have the coaching,
communication and
leadership skills to develop
high-potential employees
into leaders.

Duration: Part time- Employees of any
20 days
company
Course Level:
Senior

3) Project
Management

Course Name:
Fundamentals Of Project
Management
Description:
Acquire knowledge of the
fundamentals of Project
Management. The
successful participant will
earn an immediately
applicable certificate, while
articulation with other
courses required for high
level knowledge and
independent thinking in the
field of project
management may be
studied to add value and
enhance the employability
of participants.

Duration: Weekly
lectures 12 weeks
Course Level:
Certificate Course

Employees of any
company with
matric level
certificate

4) Road Engineering

NA

NA

NA
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5) Transport Systems

NA

NA

NA

6) Transport Policy

NA

NA

NA

7) Asset Management

Course Name:
Real Estate and Asset
Management
Description:
NA

Duration: NA
Course Level:
Part of Diploma
programme of
Property
Development &
Management and
Facilities
Management.

Degree Entry
Requirements:
Bachelors Degree
from SA or
equivalent
international
degree OR
Membership in
recognised
professional
institution.

8) Project Assessment

NA

NA

NA

9) Project
Procurement

NA

NA

NA

Makerere University
Course

Description

Period and Course
Level

Degree

1) Effective
Leadership

Course Name:
Leadership and Interpersonal
Relations
Description:
The increasingly changing and
competitive world, in the wake
of rapid technological changes,
globalisation dictates that
leaders must enact effective
behaviour in order to bring out
the best in their followers and
enhance organisational
effectiveness. Organisational
effectiveness is no longer
driven alone by the availability
of capital and machines. This
course is premised upon the
philosophy that leadership
plays a critical role in
organisational success, and
that effective leadership is able
to bring out the best in every
member of an organisation.

Duration: Second
semester course
Course Level:
Part of Bachelors of
Business
Administration.

Degree Entry
Requirements:
Matric level
certificate in
South Africa.

2) Management and
Mentoring

NA

NA

NA
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3) Project
Management

Course Name:
Project Management
Description:
An overview of the theory and
practice of managing projects
in any organisation, applying
widely used software tools for
project management and risk
analysis. Emphasis is on
leadership in project
management: managing
projects or tasks in a team
environment; building teams;
and utilising communication,
organisation and conflict
management skills. Discussion
covers the various phases of a
project, including initiating,
planning, executing,
monitoring and controlling,
and closing the project.

Duration:
Second semester
course
Course Level:
Part of Master of
Science in Civil
Engineering.

Degree Entry:
First degree of at
least second class
in Civil
Engineering.

4) Road Engineering

Course Name:
Highway Engineering
Description:
This course introduces
students to aspects
conceptualisation, planning,
designing, supervision and
maintenance of roads. The
students are required to have
skills and knowledge about
road construction materials,
mixture design and structural
design aspects for flexible and
rigid pavements, drainage and
maintenance using machine
and labour based methods.

Duration:
First semester
course
Course Level:
Part of Bachelor in
Civil Engineering

Degree Entry:
Matric level
certificate in
South Africa

5) Transport Systems

Course Name:
Transport System Analysis
Description:
This course covers a multidisciplinary field which draws
on engineering, economics,
operations research, political
science, psychology,
management, and other
disciplines. The course
synthesises from these fields

Duration:
First Semester
Course Level:
Part of Master of
Science in Civil
Engineering.

Degree Entry:
First degree of at
least second class
in Civil
Engineering
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an approach that is
intellectually coherent and
comprehensive in assessing
the interaction between
transportation facilities and
the social economic system of
an area through prediction of
traffic flows.
6) Transport Policy

Course Name:
Civil Engineering Law
Description:
This course covers aspects of
construction law and its
applicability in Civil
Engineering projects. It
includes aspects of
professional conduct and
ethics, contract procurement
and conditions of contract.

Duration:
Second semester
course
Course Level:
Part of Bachelor in
Civil Engineering

Degree Entry:
Matric level
certificate in
South Africa

7) Asset
Management

Course Name:
Asset Management
Description:
The challenge for process
improvement and
maintenance engineering is to
develop the most effective and
at the same time efficient
strategy for managing the
performance, capability and
condition of plant &
equipment and other
organisational assets in order
to meet commercial,
operational , health safety
and environmental
requirements. The asset
management module provides
a comprehensive overview of
asset maintenance concepts,
analyses and improvement
strategies.

Duration:
Second semester
course
Course Level:
Part of Master of
Science in
Manufacturing
Engineering

Degree Entry:
First degree of at
least second class
Bachelors Degree
in engineering in
a scientific or
technological field
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8) Project
Assessment

Course name:
Project planning and
investment analysis
Description:
The Project concept, principles
of project planning &
management, analysis of
development projects, project
appraisal techniques
(measures of project worth),
project implementation,
monitoring, evaluation and
impact assessment, project
management, project planning
matrix. This course is designed
to introduce learners to the
principles and practice of
designing, analysing and
appraising agricultural
development projects. It lays
emphasis on the stages of the
project cycle, data collection
and tools of planning and
analysis. It also covers
application of project planning
and analysis to policy and
decision making. It exposes the
learner to the context,
framework, rationale, and
methods of planning and
evaluating, as well as
management of development
projects.

Duration:
Second semester
course
Course Level:
Part of Master of
science in
Agriculture
Economics

Degree Entry:
Not known but
likely BSc in
management or
economics

9) Project
Procurement

Course name:
Procurement and Logistics
Management
Description:
Many firms operate in a very
competitive environment
today. Procurement and
logistics management have
become of strategic
importance to firms by helping
them achieve their goals and
objectives. This can only be
possible when proper
procurement and logistics
management is understood
and applied in organisations.

Duration:
First semester
course
Course Level:
Part of Executive
Master of Business
Administration

Degree Entry:
First degree in
any field of at
least a second
class honours
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University of Kwazulu Natal
Course

Description

Period and Course
Level

Degree

1) Effective
Leadership

Course Name:
Executive Leadership
Development
Description:
As an executive, one needs to
take a helicopter view of their
organisation, understand all
of its components in a
systematic way, breakdown
silo mentalities, inspire others
to effective action as well as
grow your client base while
growing the talent in your
organisation. This means the
ability to deal with
uncertainty, understand
global scenarios, make
pertinent trade-offs, practice
ethical leadership, whilst
enhancing your own personal
and inter-personal skills for
continuous learning and
growth. This is a hands-on
practical programme based
on rigorous intellectual and
conceptual frameworks.

Duration:
15 days
Course Level:
Programme for
executive managers

Course Entry
Requirements:
Executive
managers with
relevant executive
/ senior
management
experience
Evidence of
qualification at
NQF level 8 or
equivalent.
Recognition of
prior learning in
exceptional cases.

2) Management and
Mentoring

Course Name:
Management Development
Programme
Description:
The Management
Development Programme
(MDP) is uniquely designed to
build your capacity to lead
your organisation into the
future. It will challenge your
views about management,
expand your horizons, and
enhance your understanding
of the relevance and role of
managers in today’s
organisations. The MDP will
provide you with the
opportunity to refocus, to
immerse yourself in the latest

Duration:
14 days
Course Level:
Programme for new
or middle managers
who are currently
managing others.

Course Entry
Requirements:
Matric Exemption
(or equivalent)
Minimum of 3
years work
experience
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thinking about best practice
in management, and provide
you with personal and
professional tools to
strengthen your effectiveness
as a manager and leader.
3) Project
Management

Course Name:
Two courses available Competent Project
Management & Advanced
Project Management.
Description:
Check website.

Duration:
Competent Project
Management - 3
days.
Advanced Project
Management - Six
months (12 contact
days block sessions).
Course Level:
Programme for
those involved in
projects.

Course Entry
Requirements:
Matric plus
industry
experience.

4) Road Engineering

No info found

No info found

No info found

5) Transport Systems

No info found

No info found

No info found

6) Transport Policy

No info found

No info found

No info found

7) Asset
Management

NA

NA

NA

8) Project
Assessment

NA

NA

NA

9) Project
Procurement

NA

NA

NA

University of Western Cape
Course

Description

Period and Course
Level

Degree

1) Effective
Leadership

Course Name:
Principles of Management and
Leadership
Description:
This module covers key
management and leadership
concepts. Organisations are
presented with managers and
leaders operating within a
complex system of
relationships.

Duration:
First semester
course
Course Level:
NQF level 8. Course
offered in
Postgraduate
diploma in Business
Administration.

Degree Entry
Requirements:
A Bachelors
Degree or
diploma in a
relevant course.
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2) Management and
Mentoring

NA

NA

NA

3) Project
Management

Course Name:
Project Management
Description:
Website check

Duration:
Semester course
Course Level:
NQF level 8.
Elective in
Postgraduate
courses.

Degree Entry
Requirements:
A Bachelors
Degree or
diploma in a
relevant course.

4) Road Engineering

NA

NA

NA

5) Transport Systems

NA

NA

NA

6) Transport Policy

NA

NA

NA

7) Asset
Management

Course Name:
Part of a module called
Information Systems.
Description:
Course has 12 themes and
asset management is one of
those themes. It involves
improving productivity and
reducing costs through asset
management and asset
tracking.

Duration:
A full term
Course Level:
NQF level 8.

Degree Entry
Requirements:
Admission to
BCom (Hons) in
Information
Systems

8) Project
Assessment

NA

NA

NA

9) Project
Procurement

NA

NA

NA
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University of Johannesburg
Course

Description

Period and Course
Level

Degree

1) Effective
Leadership

Course Name:
Emerging Leadership
Development, Executive
Leadership Development,
Senior Leadership
Development & Junior
Leadership Development
Description:
NA

Duration:
6-12 Months
Course Level:
Continuing
Education
Programme
Courses

Course Entry
Requirements:
Entry
requirements
vary. For
Emerging
Leadership
Development
Programme,
entry: NQF 7 level
required and
minimum three
years’ experience.
For the rest, the
company has to
nominate a
candidate.

2) Management and
Mentoring

NA

NA

NA

3) Project
Management

Course Name:
Duration: 3 months
Project Management
Course Level:
Description:
NQF Level 5
This programme is aimed at
candidates who will be
involved in the
implementation, managing and
leading of projects within
different working
environments. Participants will
acquire an understanding of
concepts of project
management and will be able
to plan and organise projects.

4) Road Engineering

Technical Courses Offered

5) Transport Systems

Technical Courses Offered

6) Transport Policy

Technical Courses Offered
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Course Entry
Requirements:
Grade 12 or
equivalent
qualification
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7) Asset
Management

Course Name:
Property Management
Description:
NA

Duration:
10 months
Course Level:
Certificate course

Course Entry
Requirements:
Grade 12 or
equivalent
qualification

8) Project
Assessment

NA

NA

NA

9) Project
Procurement

Course Name:
Procurement and Order
Processing Systems
Description:
This module introduces the
student to the basic principles
of procurement, order
processing and logistics
information systems. The
procurement unit introduces
the student to the strategic
role of procurement within
logistics and the supply chain
industry. The importance of
order processing is explained,
highlighting the processes and
the role information
technology plays to ensure
good customer relationships
and the management thereof.

Duration:
First year second
semester module in
Diploma in Logistics
Management

Degree Entry
Requirements:
Grade 12 or
equivalent
qualification

University of South Africa
Course

Description

Period and Course
Level

Degree

1) Effective
Leadership

Course Name:
Principles of Effective
Leadership
Description:
The Course in Principles of
Effective Leadership will assist
organisations to focus on its
future; to define the
leadership competencies that
are required of its leaders to
attain the mission and
objectives of the organisation;
and to develop and train these
leaders in practicing leadership
for organisational

Duration:
6 months - Online
Course Level:
All levels of
managers and
leaderships from all
sectors.

Course Entry
Requirements:
Senior certificate
NQF level 4
qualification
Two years’ work
experience in
addition to formal
education.
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sustainability and success.
2) Management and
Mentoring

NA

NA

NA

3) Project
Management

Course Name:
Project Management
Description:
The purpose of this module is
to obtain the fundamental
theoretical knowledge and
develop requisite skills of
practical application of project
management; including project
management concepts, project
planning and control tools and
techniques for project success.

Duration:
Semester module Online Course
Course Level:
NQF level 7

Degree Entry
Requirements:
Advanced
Certificate
Business
Management or
Undergraduate
Business
Management
degree

4) Road Engineering

NA

NA

NA

5) Transport Systems

NA

NA

NA

6) Transport Policy

NA

NA

NA

7) Asset
Management

NA

NA

NA

8) Project
Assessment

NA

NA

NA

9) Project
Procurement

NA

NA

NA
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Ghanaian Institutions
Proposed Course
(ReCAP)

Related Available Course /
Institution

Course Details

Country

1) Effective
Leadership

1) Effective Leadership in
Management and
Administration
2) Effective Supervision

3-day short course
with award of
certificate of
participation.

Ghana

University of Ghana Business
School

Target participants:
professionals in a
wide variety of
fields.

Team Building and Conflict
Management

3-day short course
with award of
certificate of
participation.

2) Management &
Mentoring

University of Ghana Business
School
3) Project
Management

1) Microsoft Project 2010
Ghana Technology University
College

Ghana

Duration: 3-day
Ghana
intensive training
6-hour / day
Target participants:
Mid & Senior level
professionals in
management,
students.

4) Road Engineering
5) Transport
Systems and
Operations

Logistics and Transport
Management

4-day short course.

University of Ghana Business
School

International Professional
Certification in Logistics and
Transport
Ghana Institute of
Management and Public
Administration in collaboration
with The Chartered Institute of
Logistics and Transport Ghana.
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6) Transport Policy
7) Asset
Management
8) Project
Assessment
9) Project
Procurement

Procurement Management
University of Ghana Business
School
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Ethiopian Institutions
Proposed Course
(ReCAP)

Related Available Course /
Institution

Course Details

Country

1) Transformational Leadership
in the Changing World
2) Business Communication &
Presentation Skill
International Leadership
Institute, Ethiopia

3-day (18 hour)
short training
courses

Ethiopia

1) Knowledge Management;
2) Performance Management
and Balanced Scorecard
International Leadership
Institute, Ethiopia

3-day (18 hour)
short training
courses

Ethiopia

Finance for non-finance
manager

3-day (18 hour)
short training
course

Ethiopia

3-day (18 hour)
short training
course

Ethiopia

3-day (18 hour)
short training
course

Ethiopia

Certificate of
training awarded

3) Project
Management
4) Road Engineering
5) Transport
Systems and
Operations

6) Transport Policy
7) Asset
Management

International Leadership
Institute, Ethiopia
8) Project
Assessment

Project Cycle Management
International Leadership
Institute, Ethiopia
Procurement
International Leadership
Institute, Ethiopia
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University of Stellenbosch
Course

Description

Period and Course
Level

Degree

1) Effective
Leadership

Course Name:
Leadership and the
environment (Engineering
management (51373-842))
Description:
NA

Duration:
6-12 Months
Course Level:
Continuing
Education
Programme
Courses

Course Entry
Requirements:
Entry
requirements
vary. For
Emerging
Leadership
Development
Programme,
entry: NQF 7 level
required and
minimum three
years’ experience.
For the rest,
company has to
nominate a
candidate

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Course offered from 2017
onwards. It will provide an
overview of the nature and
extent of the current regulatory
environment in the South
African construction industry. It
will also address aspects of
human resource management,
team management and
leadership, motivation of teams
and team composition will be
addressed.

15

Dep of Civil Eng.

This elective covers the
dynamics of teams and group
processes and the role of
polarisation, splitting and
sub-limated issues in group
interaction. It will show
students how to apply processoriented leadership and
facilitation techniques to
enhance group and team
interaction, and how to use
conscious and subconscious
dynamics to enhance

N/A

GSB Postgraduate
diploma in
leadership
development elective

Course module

Process-oriented
leadership and
systems dynamics
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productive interdependence
and engagement.
High impact
leadership and
teaming

•

This module covers the
dynamics of leadership diversity
in teams and optimising the
diversity of teams to achieve
sustainable high performance. It
also covers the development of
high impact leadership and
teaming as a corner-stone of
sustainable organisational
performance and team
interaction skills.

N/A

GSB Postgraduate
diploma in
leadership
development compulsory

Management and mentoring

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Construction
management
(10821-812)

The course addresses a variety
of topics in construction site
management. It includes
aspects of labour employment
agreements, construction plant
management, and project
controls (planning and
scheduling the project,
developing the cost estimate,
monitoring project progress and
costs, forecasting final costs and
schedule results).

15

Dep of Civil Eng.

•

Project management

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Project management
(Engineering
management
(51373-812))

The basis of this course is to
introduce the participants to
the principals of project
management and to plan and
control projects with the
application of time-based
planning techniques using
computer-aided project
management software. The
course is focused on practical
application, enabling
participants to apply techniques
immediately

15

Dep of Civil Eng.
(compulsory)
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•

Road engineering

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Geometric road
design 811 (T01)

traffic and capacity, design
criteria, sight distance,
horizontal alignment, vertical
alignment, cross-section
elements, drainage,
intersections, interchanges,
pedestrians and cyclists.
Road design, construction and
maintenance, operations, public
transport, pedestrian safety,
vehicle safety, safety analysis,
accident statistics, economic
evaluation, legislation, law
enforcement, safety
administration, road safety
audits

15

MEng
Recommended

15

MEng
Recommended

Transportation
Safety 811 (T04)

•

Transport system and operation

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Traffic flow theory
811 (T05)

Traffic characteristics, traffic
flow studies, traffic flow
interaction, traffic flow analysis,
intersections, simulation.

15

MEng
Recommended

Public transport 841
(T02)

The role of public transport in
the community, system
components, integration and
co-ordination of different
modes, technological status,
liaison problems, terminal
requirements, costs, effect on
the environment and the
economy, legislation,
management, operation and
control.

15

MEng
Recommended

SAQA credits

Career

•

Transport policy

Course module

Description

Transport economics
811 (T07)

Road economics, road transport 15
costs, financing of road projects,
transport investment, costbenefit analysis, project
analysis, shadow prices,
transport policy, urban
transport economics.
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•

Asset management

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Infrastructure asset
management
(13002-811)

The purpose of this course in
Infrastructure Asset
Management is to address the
management practices required
for the implementation and
maintenance of municipal
infrastructure. The course
commences with a background
to infrastructure asset
management, including the
position thereof in the national
context. Legislation is addressed
as well as available and current
strategies for infrastructure
asset planning and
management. The course
includes the methodology for
setting up an asset register, and
a field exercise is undertaken
where participants are exposed
to the compilation of an actual
asset register. The course
addresses ISO 55000 and best
practice Infrastructure Asset
Management implications in
practice. The lectures comprise
of modules on asset planning
and implementation on
institutional level. It addresses
the basics of project
management as required by
managers in local authorities.

15

Dep of Civil Eng.

•

Project assessment

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Traffic engineering

Capacity and level of service
analysis of roads and
intersections, traffic
characteristics, traffic surveys:
volumes and speed, traffic
growth, parking studies, traffic
impact studies, access
management.

15

MEng
Recommended
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•

Project procurement

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Infrastructure
procurement
(13003-811)

The first part of the course
covers the PPP procurement
model. Basic concepts and
characteristics of this
procurement model are
discussed. A South African
perspective and history, as well
as the legal framework and
benefits for PPP in South Africa
are included. Case studies
provide examples of the
applications, advantages and
pitfalls of PPP.
The second part of the course
addresses other forms of
procurement such as design
build projects. It also presents
the CIDB tender procedures and
contract documentation.
Writing skills are developed for
compilation of tender
documents including writing of
a clear scope of works.
Compilation of other reports is
addressed including tender
evaluation reports and project
proposals.

15

Dep of Civil Eng.
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University of Pretoria
•

Effective leadership

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Project human
resource
management 801
(IHR 801)

N/A

10

MEng project
management
MSc project
management

•

Management and mentoring

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Construction project
management 730
(KPB 730)

Introduction to project
management in the building
and property industry. Key
processes, knowledge areas and
techniques are covered.

9

Postgraduate
BSc Hons
construction
management
BSc Hons
quantity
surveying

•

Project management

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Engineering service
management 801
(ICB 801)

N/A

16

Postgraduate
Engineering and
technology Mgt
20 contact hours
per semester

•

Road engineering

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Geometric design
and safety 791 (svv
791)

A research term paper will be
prepared.
Rural / Peri urban road
networks: transportation policy,
standards and safety,
environmental quality, capacity,
design, interchanges. Urban
street networks: functional
classes, town planning
considerations, capacities,
environment, safety,
standards design, evaluation of
road networks.
Traffic safety in global and
national content, Road Safety
Engineering and the assessment
and interpretation of accident
information, reactive and
proactive identification of
remedial measures, traffic

24

Postgraduate:
BEng Hons
transportation
engineering
BSc Hons Applied
Science
transportation
planning
40 contact hours
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safety strategies: 3E model and
Haddon matrix.
•

Transport system and operation

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Multimodal
transport 788 (svv
788)

A research term paper will be
prepared. The role of public
transport in cities; theory and
principles of public transport
network design, scheduling and
operations; terminals; public
transport modes; costs, fares
and subsidies; contemporary
issues and approaches to public
transport restructuring and
formalisation in South Africa,
including Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT). Planning and designing
for non-motorised transport,
including pedestrians,
bicyclists, and animal-drawn
transport.

24

Postgraduate:
BEng Hons
transportation
engineering
BSc Hons Applied
Science
transportation
planning
40 contact hours

Traffic engineering
792 (svc 792)

A research term paper will be
24
prepared.
Part 1: traffic flow theory: traffic
and vehicle characteristics.
Traffic flow studies.
Traffic interactions. Traffic flow
analysis and queuing theory.
Traffic flow models. Traffic
control theory.
Part 2: Traffic studies and
facility design: transportation
and land use. Traffic impact
studies. Site planning and
design. Determination of
demand. Traffic control
investigations. Intersection
design. Internal circulation.
Parking areas.

Postgraduate
Civil Eng
40 contact hours

Basic pavements and
transportation 787
(sgm 787)

Pavements: The geological cycle
and origin of road building
materials, soil testing
and classification systems,
compaction, stabilization,
bitumen, introduction to
pavements, principles of
pavement design and

Postgraduate
Bsc Hons Applied
science
transportation
planning
40 contact hours
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management.
Transportation: Introduction to
traffic analysis techniques,
capacity and level of service
concepts, traffic signal design,
road geometric design,
transport demand models and
road safety engineering.
•

Transport policy
N/A

•

Asset management

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Infrastructure
management 790
(ssi 790)

A research term paper will be
prepared.
This module will cover the
following topics: Asset
Management principles,
Maintenance Management
principles, Maintenance
strategies and philosophies,
Condition based Maintenance,
Reliability Centred Maintenance
(RCM), Resource Management,
Maintenance Management
Systems, Total Productive
Maintenance (TPM) and Risk
Management. Maintenance
management of the following
disciplines will be studied in
detail: Road infrastructure,
Railway infrastructure, Airport
infrastructure, Buildings and
other structures, Water
resources and water supply.

24

Postgraduate:
BEng Hons
structural
engineering
BEng Hons
transportation
engineering
BEng Hons water
resources
engineering
BSc Hons Applied
science
structures
BSc Hons Applied
Science
transportation
planning
40 contact hours

Asset management
780 (IBB 780)

The overall objective for the
physical Asset Management
module is to provide an
integrated understanding of the
complimentary disciplines
applicable to the
management of engineered
assets. The module will
emphasise the synergy between
specialist and cross-disciplinary
skills and their respective roles
with respect to the
management of physical assets.

16

Postgraduate
BEng Hons
Technology
Management
BSc Hons
Technology
management
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The overall outcome for the
learner will be awareness of the
collaboration required and
application of cross-disciplinary
skills in technical, engineering,
finance logistics, human
communication, and other
functions to achieve effective
management of physical assets.
Engineering asset
management 801
(IAM 801)

N/A

10

82

Postgraduate
Meng
Engineering
management
Meng Project
Management
MSc Project
management
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•

Project assessment

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Transportation
special 791 (svc 791)

A research term paper will be
prepared. Basic transportation
relationships, land use, data
collection and surveys. Four
step transportation models, trip
generation, trip distribution,
modal split, trip assignment,
advanced modelling
approaches. Introduction to
discrete choice models,
econometrics, and stated
preference analysis. Role of
transport modelling in
developmental context.

24

Postgraduate:
BEng Hons
Transportation
engineering
BSc Hons Applied
Science
transportation
planning
40 contact hours

Transportation
studies 790 (svc 790)

A research term paper will be
prepared. Basic transportation
relationships, land use, data
collection and surveys. Four
steps transportation model, trip
generation, trip distribution,
modal split, trip assignment,
advanced modelling
approaches. Introduction to
discrete choice models,
econometrics, and stated
preference analysis. Role of
transport modelling in
developmental context.

24

Postgraduate
Civil eng
40 contact hours

Transport planning
789 (svc 789)

A research term paper will be
prepared. Introduction to
transport planning processes
and institutions in S.A.
Introduction to contemporary
issues in land use/transport
planning (including in urban
transport; rural transport; air
transport; energy and
environment). Social, economic,
and political impacts and
dependencies of transport.
Project evaluation, discounting,
inflation, engineering economic
studies. Benefit - cost analysis.
Risk and sensitivity analysis.
Social accounting for transport
projects.

24

Postgraduate
Civil Eng
40 contact hours
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•

Project procurement
N/A

University of Cape Town Business School
•

Effective leadership

Course module

Description

SAQA credits

Career

Values-based
leadership

Topic covered: Introduction to
financial statements, personal
development, managerial
statistics, marketing, operations
and lean management, human
resource management,
integrated case study.
On this course the student will:
Learn business concepts and
theories that underpin
management practices, be
introduced to financial
statements, develop personally,
understand core principles of
marketing, be introduced to
operations and lean
management, gain insights into
managerial practices on people
and organisation management,
do an integrated case study

N/A

GSB –
Postgraduate
diploma
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Appendix B: Review of Potentially Relevant UK MSc Courses
Cardiff University
Course
5. Transport
Systems and
Operations

Period and
Course Level

Description
Course Name:
Transport Analysis
Description:
This module introduces
students to a set of analytical
approaches which are
frequently used in transport
planning practice. This includes
analysis of travel behaviour
which aims to provide an
introduction to research designs
and strategies for
understanding travel behaviour,
acquisition and analysis of
relevant data through practical
exercises and transport surveys
for collecting primary data.
Particular emphasis is given on
transport surveys for collecting
revealed and stated
preferences, which have been
prominent in travel behaviour
research. Designing such
surveys and analysing the data
they generate form an
important part of this module

85

Duration:
1 year
Course Level:
MSc F/T

Degree
Course Entry
Requirements:
Applicants should
normally hold a
first or second
class Honours
Degree in an
appropriate
subject. This MSc
is suitable for
graduates in
geography,
planning,
transport,
engineering,
science and social
science.
Applicants with
good degrees in
other disciplines
and/or mature
students with a
relevant
professional
background (e.g.
MILT, MCIT,
MRTPI, CEng) or
qualifications will
also be
considered.
If English is not
your first
language a
minimum
standard in
English language
of IELTS 6.5 or
equivalent will be
required. Precourse English
Language tuition
is available.
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6. Transport Policy Course Name:
Duration: 12 weeks
Sustainable Transport Policies
Course Level:
Description:
MSc
This module considers the
complexities involved in
meeting society’s mobility
needs whilst minimising
negative impacts associated
with surface transport. The
module has three main focii:
1) understanding the
environmental, social and
economic impacts of different
transport modes.
2) identifying and evaluating the
efficacy of different sustainable
transport solutions.
3) exploring the social,
environmental and ethical
consequences of different
policy, behavioural, spatial and
technological solutions for
achieving more sustainable
transport. In addressing the first
two, it provides an overview of
the UK transport policy
landscape; introduces the
nature and measurement of
environmental externalities;
considers methods for
forecasting and costing
environmental impacts from the
movement of people and goods
and outlines the process of
transport project evaluation in
the UK context. In addressing
the latter, policies adopted
(largely in the UK) for promoting
sustainable mobility are
evaluated, key challenges
identified and innovative ideas
to overcome the challenges
discussed and explored.

Course Entry
Requirements:
TBC

8. Project
Assessment

Course Entry
Requirements:
TBC

Course Name:
Principles of Transport
Economics
Description:
This module provides the basis
for the understanding of
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Duration
12 weeks
Course Level:
MSc
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demand and supply in the
transport sector, transport
externalities and corrective
instruments, investment and
economic appraisal and
transport management. It
makes students aware of
relevant microeconomic theory
and solutions to transport
problems.
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Centre for Professional Development – Ghana Technology University College
Course

Period and
Course Level

Description

3. Project
Management

Course Name:
Microsoft Project 2010
Description:

Duration:
3-Day Intensive
Training
6 Hour/Day
Course Level:
Mid and Senior
Level Professionals
in Management
and Students

Degree
Course Entry
Requirements:
Designed for
working
professionals and
business leaders.

Coventry University
Course
4. Roads
Engineering

Period and
Course Level

Description
Course Name:
Geometric and Pavement
design

Duration:
F/T 1 year
Course Level:
MSc

Safety Engineering
Traffic Engineering
Bridge Engineering
Description:
Four different courses can
contribute to the envisaged
Road Engineering Course
Geometric and pavement
design: provides a critical
understanding of highways and
transport, covering all the
necessary pavement foundation
material needed for
practitioners in the industry. We
cover central topics, such as:
geometric alignment of roads
and highway intersections;
design of links and junctions;
junction capacity analysis;
design of different types of
pavements; performance,
evaluation and maintenance of
highway pavements; while
ensuring a sound understanding
of theoretical concepts such as
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Degree
Course Entry
Requirements:
Applicants are
normally expected
to hold a 2.2
Honours Degree in
Civil Engineering.
Applicants are
normally expected
to hold a 2.2
Honours Degree in
Civil Engineering.
Holders of a CEng
accredited
Bachelors Degree
can enrol on the
course provided
they meet the
entry
requirements. This
will automatically
meet the
educational base
for Chartered
Engineer status.
Holders of an IEng
accredited or an
overseas Bachelor’s
Degree will need to
apply for an
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traffic analysis and economic
appraisal.
Safety engineering: develops a
practical understanding of
safety engineering, which will
include an assignment of crash
trends. They will gain
background knowledge as to
how the discipline of safety
engineering arose and the
techniques used to identify
whether intervention is
necessary. Reference will be
made to Construction Design
and Management (CDM)
Regulations 2015, nonmotorised users and road
restraint systems
Traffic engineering: develops
their understanding of traffic
flow to inform operational
analysis and design of key
features of the road transport
system, particularly the design
of the various types of road
junction. They will develop
knowledge of traffic assignment
and simulation modelling, using
specialist software.
Bridge engineering: develops
their knowledge and
understanding of motorway
bridge design and management.
We emphasise design and
execution for durability as an
integrated concept, which links
deck design with other bridge
components, such as bearings,
parapet and drainage system
for inspection, corrosion
protection and economical
fabrication/erection. The design
of medium span composite
decks is also covered in more
detail.
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academic
assessment to be
formally approved
for CEng. They may
be required to
complete extra
modules if their
Bachelor Degree is
deemed to be not
technical enough.
Applicants with an
engineering degree
and substantial
industrial
experience in
construction will be
considered, with
the understanding
that on completion
of the award they
may not be eligible
for Chartered
status as they will
not be fulfilling the
Joint Board of
Moderators (JBM)
requirements.
Applicants are
therefore strongly
advised to check
with the JBM and
Engineering Council
before committing
to the course.
This course
requires IELTS
6.5. Alternatively
students may be
admitted with
IELTS 6.0 if they
attend a
compulsory five
week pre-sessional
English course,
operated by
Coventry
University, before
joining their
Master’s
programme.
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Edinburgh Napier University
Course
4. Road Engineering

Period and
Course Level

Description
Course Name:
Traffic Engineering Design
Description:
Traffic flow: traffic flow theory,
data collection surveys, traffic
analysis.
Road geometric design: design
speed, horizontal alignment,
vertical alignment, stopping
sight distance and overtaking
sight distance.
Isolated junction design and
operational analysis: priority
junctions, roundabouts and
traffic signal control, soft.
Linked traffic signals: design and
analysis. Road safety - road
collision prevention and
reduction procedures, road
safety audits.

Duration: 12 weeks
Course Level:
MSc

Degree
Course Entry
Requirements:
The entry
requirement for
this course is a
Bachelor (Honours)
Degree at a 2:2 or
above. We look for
applicants to have
a background in
Civil Engineering,
Social Sciences,
Geography, or
Maths in order to
be eligible for the
programme.
We may also
consider lesser
qualifications if you
have sufficient
relevant work
experience within
the industry.
English language
requirements:
If your first
language isn't
English, you will
normally need to
undertake an
approved English
language test and
our minimum
English language
requirements will
apply. (ILTS 6.0)

5. Transport
Systems and
Operations

Course Name:
Transport and Traffic models.
Introduction to transport
planning and modelling;
methods and types of data
collection; network and zoning
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Duration:
12 week
Course Level:
MSc

Course Entry
Requirements:
TBC
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systems.
Trip generation techniques; trip
distribution modelling (growth
factor and synthetic
techniques); modal choice
modelling.
Route choice studies; traffic
assignment models (including
capacity restrained and
stochastic methods); elastic
demand methods; matrix
estimation.
Overview of currently used
transport modelling software.
Practical experience with
software (generation, modal
split and assignment).
Transport Demand
Management and Road Safety
Development planning:
development management,
planning applications, Transport
Assessment, Masterplanning.
Parking management and
analysis. Street layout and
design. Designing for walking,
cycling and inclusive mobility.
Road safety: road collision
prevention and reduction
procedures, road safety audits
Description:
Two different courses can
contribute to the envisaged
Transport Systems and
Operations Course
6. Transport Policy Course Name:
Transport Policy
Description:
The module starts by
considering the process of
policy making and who is
responsible for transport policy
e.g. supranational, central and
local government structures
and the role of the private
sector. Problems and trends in
transport demand and an
introduction to policy
perspectives; economic
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Duration:
12 weeks
Course Level:
MSc

Course Entry
Requirements:
TBC
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instruments in transport; taxes
and subsidies, funding
mechanisms, road pricing;
direct regulation of street
space); land use planning and
the management of transport
demand; evolution of road and
rail networks; rural transport
policy; parking policy; townfriendly traffic planning; green
commuter plans; “Smarter
Choices” behavioural change
measures, the mobility impaired
in transport policy.
Implementation and evaluation
of transport policy. Case studies
of transport policy and planning
approaches in various
International cities.
8. Project
Assessment

Course Name:
Transport Economics and
Appraisal
Description:
In the “economic” part of the
module, we introduce the
crucial economic problem of
scarcity, and its relevance to
transport issues. We describe
the characteristics of free and
planned markets, and how
these resolve the basic
questions of what, how and for
whom goods and services
should be produced. We then
examine the underlying
economics of the market in
terms of demand and supply.
The economic costs of mobility
and how these are accumulated
are then examined, before we
study the economists’ model of
perfect competition and then,
from this hypothetical “ideal”,
we move to consider
government intervention in the
form of transport subsidies and
regulation that are needed in
reality to provide society with
the level of accessibility it
requires in a sustainable and
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Duration
12 weeks
Course Level:
MSc

Course Entry
Requirements:
TBC
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equitable way. The “appraisal”
part explains the need for
appraisal procedures in the
private and public sectors. We
examine the business cases
required to take decisions on
public transport investments in
the UK. We present WebTAG,
the UK public appraisal system
used to generate the evidence
required in the transport
business cases. We analyse the
content of transport studies
produced according to WebTAG
guidelines, with particular focus
on calculation of benefits for
transport users and social cost
benefit analysis. Finally, we
examine the potential wider
impacts of transport
investments on the economy,
the environment and society,
and discuss the necessary
conditions to foster positive
welfare impacts.

Glasgow University
Course
3. Project
Management

Description

Period and
Course Level

Course Name:
Project management
Description:
Not available online

Duration:
12 weeks
Course Level:
MSc
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Degree
Course Entry
Requirements to
MSc:
Entry requirements
for postgraduate
taught
programmes are
normally a 2.2
Honours degree or
equivalent (eg GPA
of 3.0 or above) in
a relevant subject
unless otherwise
specified.
Additionally, a
sound
understanding of
programme
relevant core
engineering
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principles, such as
mathematics and
mechanics, is
expected and must
be demonstrated in
a 2.1 or equivalent
in core subject
components from
your Honours
degree.
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Newcastle University
Course
3. Project
Management

Period and
Course Level

Description
Course Name:
Transport Planning and
Business Management MSc
Description:
The Transport Planning and
Business Management MSc is
an industry accredited course
designed for practising
professionals and new
graduates. You will develop
and apply advanced skills and
understanding to the planning,
management and operation of
transport systems.

Duration:
F/T 12 months
Course Level:
MSc

Course Name:
Transport Planning and
Engineering MSc
Description:
This industry accredited
Transport Planning and
Engineering MSc is designed
for both practising
professionals and new
graduates. You will develop
and apply advanced skills and
understanding to the planning,
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Course Entry
Requirements:
A 2:2 honours
degree, or
international
equivalent, in:
any engineering or
science subject
geography
town planning
maths
We will also
consider your
application on an
individual basis if
you have a
qualification in a
different subject to
those listed above,
a lower or nonstandard
qualification or
significant, relevant
industry experience

Along with developing
essential skills and
understanding of the planning,
management and operation of
transport systems, we aim to
help you establish a
responsible attitude towards
the needs of society, the
environment and transport
safety considerations. The
course includes teaching in
business studies for scientists
and engineers
4. Road Engineering

Degree

Duration: F/T 12
months
Course Level:
MSc

A 2:2 honours
degree, or
international
equivalent, in:
any engineering or
science subject
geography
town planning
maths
We will also
consider your
application on an
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management and operation of
transport systems.

individual basis if
you have a
qualification in a
different subject to
those listed above,
a lower or nonstandard
qualification or
significant, relevant
industry experience

Along with developing
essential skills and
understanding of the planning,
management and operation of
transport systems, we aim to
help you establish a
responsible attitude towards
the needs of society, the
environment and transport
safety considerations. We will
teach you core skills in:
information processing, data
analysis, problem solving,
teamwork, communication and
presentation. You can also go
on a study tour to Europe to
examine the different
approaches to transport
management in other
countries. You will see the
operation of various public
transport systems and study
the principles behind advanced
transport planning software.
5. Transport Systems
and Operations

Course Name:
Transport Planning and
Modelling MSc
Description:
The Transport Planning and
Modelling MSc is an industry
accredited course designed for
practising professionals and
new graduates. You will
develop and apply advanced
skills and understanding to the
planning, modelling and
operation of transport systems.

Along with developing
essential skills and
understanding of the planning,
modelling and operation of
transport systems, we aim to
help you establish a
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Duration: F/T 12
months
Course Level:
MSc

Course Entry
Requirements:
A 2:2 honours
degree, or
international
equivalent, in:
any engineering or
science subject
geography
town planning
maths
We will also
consider your
application on an
individual basis if
you have a
qualification in a
different subject to
those listed above,
a lower or nonstandard
qualification or
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responsible attitude towards
the needs of society, the
environment and transport
safety considerations. We will
teach you core skills in:

significant, relevant
industry experience

information processing
data analysis
problem solving
teamwork
communication and
presentation

University of Birmingham
Course
4. Road Engineering

Period and
Course Level

Description
Course Name:
Pavement Engineering
Road Design
Rural Roads
Description:
Three different courses can
contribute to the envisaged
Road Engineering Course

Degree

Duration:
I year F/T or 24/36
Months P/T
Course Level:
MSc

Course Entry
Requirements:
A 2:1 Honours
degree in a
relevant subject
(eg, Engineering,
Sciences, Geology,
Geography or
Mathematics).
Practical
experience may
also be considered.

7. Asset
Management

Course Name:
Road Asset management
Description:
Not available online

Duration:
I year F/T or 24/36
Months P/TCourse
Level:
MSc

Course Entry
Requirements:
A 2:1 Honours
degree in a
relevant subject
(eg, Engineering,
Sciences, Geology,
Geography or
Mathematics).
Practical
experience may
also be considered.

8. Project
Assessment

Course Name:
Road Economics and financing
Description:
Not available online

Duration
I year F/T or 24/36
Months P/T Course
Level:
MSc

Course Entry
Requirements:
A 2:1 Honours
degree in a
relevant subject
(eg, Engineering,
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Sciences, Geology,
Geography or
Mathematics).
Practical
experience may
also be considered.

University College London
Course
6. Transport Policy

Period and
Course Level

Description
Course Name:
Transport Health and Policy
(MSc course)
Description:
Not available online – possibly
discountinued?

Duration:
I year F/T or 24/36
Months P/T Course
Level:
MSc

Degree
Course Entry
Requirements:
A first or secondclass UK Bachelor’s
degree in an
appropriate
subject, or an
overseas
qualification of an
equivalent
standard from a
recognised higher
education
institution. A small
number of
programmes
require the GMAT
or GRE General
Test.
For some taught
programmes,
applicants whose
qualifications are
of a lower standard
may be admitted if
they can
demonstrate an
appropriate
academic
background and
experience in the
relevant field.
Applicants may be
required to pass a
qualifying
examination, or
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pass a qualifying
year of a Graduate
Diploma, before
being registered in
to the
corresponding
Master’s
programme.

University of Leeds
Course
7. Road
Engineering

Period and
Course Level

Description
Course Name:
Transport Planning and Engineering
MSc)
Description:
Learn to develop solutions to
engineering problems that fit the
broader aims of transport and planning
policy, from academics with an
international reputation whose
research sets industry standards. This
includes studying the principles of
transport engineering and data
collection and analysis. Other options
include:
• Traffic management
• Road geometry and
infrastructure
• System dynamics
• Road safety
management
• Public transport
planning.
Develop an early understanding of fourstage modelling before gaining handson experience of SATURN and other
Leeds-built models so that you become
fluent in their use in live environments.
Deepen your knowledge of:
• Engineering design
principles
• Integrated transport
networks - road, rail,
and aviation
• Refining models to fit
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Duration:
1 year F/T 24
months P/T
Course Level:
MSc

Degree
Course Entry
Requirements:
A bachelor
degree with a 2:1
(hons) in a
relevant
numerate
subject.
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local contexts.

6. Transport
Systems and
Operations

Course Name:
Mathematical Modelling for Transport
Description:
TBC

Duration:
1 year F/T 24
months P/T
Course Level:
MSc

Course Entry
Requirements:
A bachelor
degree with a 2:1
(hons) in a
relevant
numerate
subject.

8. Project
Assessment

Course Name:
Transport Economics
Description:
TBC

Duration:
1 year F/T 24
months P/T
Course Level:
MSc

Course Entry
Requirements:
A bachelor
degree with a 2:1
(hons) in a
relevant
numerate
subject.

University of Nottingham
Course
4. Roads
Engineering

Description
Course Name:
Transportation Infrastructure
Engineering
Highways and Transportation
Description:
Two different courses can
contribute to the envisaged
Road Engineering Course

Period and
Course Level

Degree

Duration:
TBC Course Level:
MSc

Course Entry
Requirements:
TBC

University of Salford
Course
4. Road Engineering

Period and
Course Level

Description
Course Name:
Transport Engineering &
Planning
Description:
TBC

Duration:
TBC
Course Level:
MSc
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Degree
Course Entry
Requirements:
TBC
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University of Southampton
Course
4. Road Engineering

Period and
Course Level

Description
Course Name:
Transportation Planning &
Engineering
Description:
TBC

Duration:
TBC
Course Level:
MSc

Degree
Course Entry
Requirements:
TBC

University of West England
Course
3. Road Engineering

Period and
Course Level

Description
Course Name:
Transportation Engineering and
Planning
Description:
TBC

Duration:
TBC
Course Level:
MSc

Degree
Course Entry
Requirements:
TBC

University of Westminster
Course

Description

Period and
Course Level

Degree

6. Transport Policy

Course Name:
Transport Policy and politics
Description:
TBC

Duration:
TBCCourse Level:
MSc

Degree Entry
Requirements:
TBC

7. Project
Assessment

Course Name:
Transport Economics
Description:
TBC

Duration:
TBCCourse Level:
MSc

Degree Entry
Requirements:
TBC
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Appendix C: CPD offerings through Professional Institutions in South Africa and the United Kingdom
Duration
(Days)

CPD
Hours

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

Cost

Currency

Classroom

3

24

SACPCMP

7,200

R

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

6,350

R

Compaction of Road Building Materials

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2.5

15

SACPCMP

7,200

R

Road Pavement Rehabilitation

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

24

SACPCMP

7,200

R

introduction to Road Materials
Engineering

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

15

SACPCMP

7,200

R

Gravel Road Design Construction &
Maintenance

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

10

SACPCMP

7,200

R

Design & Construction of Surfaced Low
Volume Roads

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

7,200

R

Bituminous Binders for Roads

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

16

SACPCMP & AsAc
(Associated)

6,350

R

Design Construction & application of
Surfacing Seals

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

15

SACPCMP & AsAc
(Associated)

7,200

R

Design of Asphalt for Road Pavement

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

AsAC (Associated)

7,200

R

Latest Developments in Asphalt
Technology

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

1

AsAC (Associated)

3,150

R

Asphalt: An Overview of Best Practice

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

AsAC (Associated) &
SAICE (Associated)

6,350

Flexible pavement design techniques

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

1

AsAC (Associated)

3,150

R

Assessment and Analysis of Test Data

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

AsAC (Associated) &

6,350

R

Course Name

Offered By

Delivery

Practical Road Pavement Engineering

SARF Education Committee

Cementitous Stabilisation of Road
Materials
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Course Name

Offered By

Delivery

Duration
(Days)

CPD
Hours

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

Cost

Currency

2,650

R

3,150

R

SACPCMP & AsAc
(Associated)

7,200

R

SAICE (Associated)

3,150

R

6,350

R

6,350

R

SAICE (Associated)
Concrete Road Design & Construction

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

1

Riding Quality and its effect on road
transport

SARF Education Committee Classroom

1

Nuclear Gauge Testing

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

Construction of G1 Bases

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

1

Optimisation of Flexible Road
Pavement Investigations & Design

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

Concrete Technology for Site Engineers
and Technicians on Road Construction
Projects

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

Best Practice in Road Surfacing
maintenance and repairs - correct
methods of pothole repair and surface
patching

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

5,000

R

Road Traffic signs

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

7,200

R

Traffic Safety Officer / Roadworks
Traffic Management Training
Programme

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

6,350

R

Non-Motorised Transport Planning and
Design

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

7,200

R

Traffic Signal Design and Intersection
Optimization

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

6,350

R
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SAICE (Associated) &
Concrete Institute
(Associated)

15

16

10

SACPCMP

SACPCMP

SAICE (Associated)
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Course Name

Offered By

Delivery

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

Cost

Currency

Road Traffic Signs Maintenance (2 day
practical training course)

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

SACPCMP

2,280

R

Road Traffic Signs Maintenance (1 day
execution phase)

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

1

1,425

R

Perspectives on Traffic Impact
Assessment

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

1

3,000

R

Environmental Management in the
Construction and Maintenance of
Roads & Asphalt

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

1

3,150

R

Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

6,350

R

Geometric Design

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

7,200

R

Contract Documentation

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

15

SACPCMP

7,200

R

Routine Road Maintenance

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

15

SACPCMP

7,200

R

The Procurement for Construction and
Engineering Projects - informed by the
CIDB Procurement Regime

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

6,825

R

Managing Routine Road Maintenance
Project (This is a 6 month programme)

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

6

1,4550

R

HDM4 - The Highway development and
Management

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

7,200

R

Road Safety Audits

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

5

9,500

R

Road Safety Audits for Managers in
Road Authorities and Consultancies

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

Road Marking

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2
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Duration
(Days)

CPD
Hours

5

SACPCMP
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Course Name

Offered By

Delivery

Cost

Currency

Stormwater Drainage

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

4.5

10,400

R

Hydrological and Hydraulic Assessment
Course

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

7,200

R

Stormwater for Site Supervisors

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

Bridge & Culvert Inspector's Visual
Assessments

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

2

6,350

R

Managing Infrastructure Assets
(IRF/SARF)

SARF Education Committee

Classroom

3

6,800

R

Temporary Works Design (above
ground)

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Quality Management in the Term
Service Contract (TSC)

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

280

GBP

Temporary Works Design (below
ground)

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Getting it right Geotechnical data for
design

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Getting it right: Ground Investigation

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

NEC3: ECC Project Manager
Accreditation

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

4

32

ICE

1,850

GBP

Technical report and business writing

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

490

GBP

Contract and Commercial Management

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

580

GBP

Design of Steel Structure to Eurocode 3
- The Workshop

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

490

GBP

ICE BIM for Infrastructure

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

665

GBP
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Duration
(Days)

CPD
Hours

Any Accreditation or
Certification?
SAICE (Associated)

16

SACPCMP
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Course Name

Offered By

Delivery

Duration
(Days)

CPD
Hours

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

Cost

Currency

Pavement Design using the DMRB

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Temporary works co-ordination

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

CDM 2015 and BIM

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

325

GBP

Advanced Professional Award in Expert
Witness Evidence

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

4

ICE

1,595

GBP

Fundamentals of CDM2015

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Time management workshop

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

from 50

GBP

Introduction to Contaminated Land

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Pre-retirement workshop

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

from 50

GBP

NEC3: Introduction to the Engineering
and Construction Contract (ECC)

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

CDM 2015: The Principal Designer and
Designer - Demonstrating Capability

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Reinforced Concrete Detailing for
Designers

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Principles of Construction Contracts

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

8

ICE

580

GBP

Civil Engineering Law & Contract
Management Course (NEC4)

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

up to 25
weeks

ICE

from
280

GBP

ICE North West Law & Management
(NEC4) Course

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

50 hours

50

ICE

695

GBP

Commercial management using NEC3
ECC

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

280

GBP

BIM Implementation - Putting People

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

355

GBP
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Offered By

Delivery

Duration
(Days)

CPD
Hours

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

Cost

Currency

NEC3: ECC Programming Workshop

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

280

GBP

Personal Resilience Workshop

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

7

ICE

from 50

GBP

Technical report writing

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

250

GBP

NEC3: Introduction to the Term Service
Contract

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Essential Contract Law

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Effective Management of the CCS FM
Framework

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

280

GBP

The comprehensive CDM2015

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

555

GBP

NEC3: Introduction to the Engineering
and Construction Contract

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Slope Stability

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

490

GBP

Design and Construction of Pile
Foundations

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Specifying and using asphalts in roads
and other paved areas with confidence

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Foundation design

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

490

GBP

NEC3: ECC Compensation Events
workshop

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

280

GBP

NEC3: TSC Service Manager
Accreditation

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

4

32

ICE

1,665

GBP

Reinforced Concrete Detailing of
Building Structures

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

580

GBP

First
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Offered By

Delivery

Duration
(Days)

CPD
Hours

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

Cost

Currency

Earthworks - Theory and Practice

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

490

GBP

Project Cost Management: Estimating,
budgeting and value

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

NEC3: Preparing & Managing
Engineering & Construction Contracts

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

490

GBP

Design of Concrete Structures to
Eurocode 2 - The Essentials

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Temporary Works Co-ordinator Training Institute of Civil Engineers
Course

Classroom

2

16

ICE

605

GBP

Sustainable development - Design,
construction and maintenance

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Design of concrete Structures to
Eurocode 2 - The Workshop

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

490

GBP

Design of Retaining Walls to Eurocode 7

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

NEC3: Practical Application of the
Engineering & Construction Contract

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

280

GBP

Design of Steel Structure to Eurocode 3
- The Essentials

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

NEC3: Introduction to the Professional
Services Contract

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

280

GBP

Highway Design and Detailing using the
DMRB

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

2

16

ICE

490

GBP

NEC3: Introduction to the Engineering
and Construction Short Contract

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

280

GBP
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Delivery
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(Days)

CPD
Hours

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

Cost

Currency

Producing Better Works Information

Institute of Civil Engineers

Classroom

1

8

ICE

300

GBP

Highway Law in one day

Ashton CPD Centre

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

Photovoltaic Power Distance Learning
Course

Ashton CPD Centre

Classroom

6-week
assignme
nt

CIHT (endorsed)

375

GBP

Cathodic Protection of Reinforced
Concrete Distance Learning Course
LEVEL 2

Ashton CPD Centre

Classroom

An Introduction to Public Inquiries and
Hearings

Career Change Wales

Classroom

1

5

CIHT (endorsed)

Environmental Awareness Training

Career Change Wales

Classroom

1

6

CIHT (endorsed)

Air Pollution

Newcastle University

Classroom

5

CIHT (endorsed)

1,325

GBP

Air Quality and Health

Newcastle University

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

210

GBP

Asphalt Materials and Pavements

Newcastle University

Classroom

6

CIHT (endorsed)

945 (no
accomm
odation)

GBP

Road Safety Policy

Newcastle University

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

500

GBP

Collision Prevention and reduction

Newcastle University

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

500

GBP

Road Safety Audits

Newcastle University

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

500

GBP

Design of Transport Infrastructure

Newcastle University

Classroom

5

CIHT (endorsed)

1,325

GBP

Highway Geometric Design

Newcastle University

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

530

GBP

Intelligent Transport Systems

Newcastle University

Classroom

5

CIHT (endorsed)

1,325

GBP

Intelligent Transport Systems:
Technologies, Systems and

Newcastle University

Classroom

5

CIHT (endorsed)

1,325

GBP
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Course Name

Offered By

Delivery

Railway Economics

Newcastle University

Classroom

Railway Management

Newcastle University

Railway Planning

Duration
(Days)

CPD
Hours

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

Cost

Currency

1.5

CIHT (endorsed)

500

GBP

Classroom

1.5

CIHT (endorsed)

500

GBP

Newcastle University

Classroom

1.5

CIHT (endorsed)

500

GBP

Traffic and Environment Management
for Sustainability

Newcastle University

Classroom

5

CIHT (endorsed)

1,325

GBP

Traffic Flow and Control

Newcastle University

Classroom

5

CIHT (endorsed)

1,325

GBP

Transport Planning and Sustainable
Mobility

Newcastle University

Classroom

5

CIHT (endorsed)

1,325

GBP

Transport Policy and Legislation

Newcastle University

Classroom

5

CIHT (endorsed)

1,325

GBP

Surface Dressing Course

RSTA

Classroom

2

12

CIHT (endorsed)

410

GBP

Slurry Micro-Surfacing Course

RSTA

Classroom

2

12.5

CIHT (endorsed)

410

GBP

Better by Design: Cycle Infrastructure
Design

Sustrans

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

2,500
(per full
day)

GBP

Traffic-free routes

Sustrans

Classroom

CIHT (endorsed)

2,500
(per full
day)

GBP

Environmental Impact Assessments of
Highway Schemes

Symmons Madage
Associates

Classroom

1

6

CIHT (endorsed)

260

GBP

New Roads and Street Works Act 1991
and the Traffic Management Act (TMA)
2004

Symmons Madage
Associates

Classroom

1

6

CIHT (endorsed)

260

GBP

Bills of Quantities for Highway Works

Symmons Madage

Classroom

1

6

CIHT (endorsed)

260

GBP

Implementation
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Offered By

Delivery

Duration
(Days)

CPD
Hours

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

Cost

Currency

Associates
Priority Junction Operation and
Capability Analysis

Symmons Madage
Associates

Classroom

1

6

CIHT (endorsed)

260

GBP

Practical Highway Design

Symmons Madage
Associates

Classroom

1

6

CIHT (endorsed)

260

GBP

Design of Road Signs and Markings

Symmons Madage
Associates

Classroom

1

6

CIHT (endorsed)

260

GBP

Ashpalt Technology for Civil Engineers
& Civil Engineering Contractors

Symmons Madage
Associates

Classroom

1

6

CIHT (endorsed)

260

GBP

Manual for Streets - Overview of the
design document

Symmons Madage
Associates

Classroom

1

6

CIHT (endorsed)

260

GBP

RoSPA Road Safety Engineering

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

10

CIHT (endorsed)

2,100

GBP

RoSPA Road Safety Engineering Keeping up to date

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

565

GBP

RoSPA Advanced Road Safety
Engineering

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

565

GBP

Road Safety Engineering and Road
Safety Audit

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

495

GBP

Statistics in Road safety

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Road Safety Audit Awareness

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Road Safety Audit (introduction to)

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

3

CIHT (endorsed)

645

GBP

Road Safety Audit (advanced)

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

495

GBP

Road Safety Audit - keeping up to date

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

495

GBP

Road Safety Audit - Highways England

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

655

GBP
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Course Name

Offered By

Delivery

Collision Investigation

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

Roundabout Audit Workshop

TMS Consultancy

Mini roundabout audit workshop

Duration
(Days)

CPD
Hours

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

Cost

Currency

2

CIHT (endorsed)

595

GBP

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Traffic Signals Audit Workshop

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Pedestrian Facilities Audit Workshop

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Cycle Facilities Audit Workshop

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Major Schemes Audit Workshop

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Public Realm Audit Workshop

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Removing Pedestrian Guardrail - how
to do it without reducing safety

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Restraint systems and passive safety

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Road Safety and Bus stop location

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Can we make our roads safer for
cyclists?

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Designing for Pedestrians, Cyclists and
Equestrians

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Introduction to assessing the need for
and design of pedestrian/cycle
crossings

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

designing safer roads for motorcyclists

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

Design of Road Markings and Signs
(introduction to)

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

approved Certificate of Competency
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Course Name

Offered By

Delivery

Cost

Currency

Design and Provision of tactile paving

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

Temporary Traffic Management on
Urban and Local roads

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

525

GBP

Traffic Regulation Orders

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

265

GBP

Traffic Calming

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

Traffic Management

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

495

GBP

Traffic Signals

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

495

GBP

Transport Planning, Traffic
Management and Road Safety

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

495

GBP

Assessing the need for and design of
pedestrian / cycle crossings

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Bus stop design, location and road
safety

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Highway Design and Maintenance

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

495

GBP

Junction Design

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

Manual for Streets

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

Roundabout design

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

495

GBP

Streetscape - Shared Space and Decluttering

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP

Traffic Signals

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

495

GBP

Operational Highway Safety

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

Development Control

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

1

CIHT (endorsed)

295

GBP
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Course Name

Offered By

Delivery

Transport Statements & Assessments

TMS Consultancy

Classroom

Transport Planning, Traffic
Management and road safety

TMS Consultancy

Cycling Infrastructure

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

Cost

Currency

2

CIHT (endorsed)

510

GBP

Classroom

2

CIHT (endorsed)

495

GBP

IHE

Classroom

4

IHE

1,650

GBP

Road Safety Audits

IRF

Classroom

3

2,000

USD

Vulnerable Road User Safety

IRF

Classroom

3

2,750

USD

Winter Maintenance

IRF

Classroom

3

1,000

USD

Safer Roads by Design: Engineering
Solutions

IRF

Classroom

5

3,500

USD

Road Safety Engineering

IRF

Classroom

3

2,750

USD

Road System resilience to climate
change & extreme weather events

IRF

Classroom

3

750

USD

Intersection &Roundabout design and
operations

IRF

Classroom

3

2,750

USD

The Inclusive and Green Rural Road:
Contributions from the SUM4ALL
Initiative

IRF

Webinar

Distracted / Drowsy Driving: Mitigating
a Killer

IRF

Webinar

Pavement Preservation

IRF

Webinar

Climate Resilient Roads

IRF

Webinar

Asset Management for Low-Volume
Roads

IRF

Webinar
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Offered By

Delivery

Roadway Analytics: Improving Roadway
Performance in Cities and Across
Strategic Road Networks

IRF

Webinar

Bike Lane Design, Colour, and Durable
Material Specifications

IRF

Webinar

Safety Management Systems

IRF

Webinar

Low Cost Effective Roadside Safety
Countermeasures

IRF

Webinar

Bridge Deck Scanning by Infrared
Thermography

IRF

Webinar

Safety Diagnosis Tools when Data is
Scarce, Incomplete, or Uncertain

IRF

Webinar

Transportation Asset Management – A
Business Approach

IRF

Webinar

Structural Health Monitoring

IRF

Webinar

Value for Money in PPPs

IRF

Webinar

State of the Art of Electronic Toll
Collection

IRF

Webinar

Minimum Qualifications for Road Safety
Auditors

IRF

Webinar

Forgiving Poles

IRF

Webinar

PPPs for Electronic Enforcement

IRF

Webinar

ITS Applications for Road Safety

IRF

Webinar

Emergency & Incident Management

IRF

Webinar
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Course Name

Offered By

Delivery

Ethics & Effectiveness in Traffic
Enforcement

IRF

Webinar

Pedestrian Safety in the Work Zone

IRF

Webinar

Ground Penetrating Radar Applications
for Rural Road Maintenance

IRF

Webinar

Work Zone Congestion Mitigation

IRF

Webinar

Vulnerable Road Users

IRF

Webinar

Bridge Maintenance & Inspection

IRF

Webinar

The ABCs of Roadside Safety

IRF

Webinar

Advances in Flexible Pavements

IRF

Webinar

Highway Congestion Management

IRF

Webinar

Minimizing Fraud & Corruption

IRF

Webinar

Big Data for Transportation

IRF

Webinar

Emergency & Incident Management

IRF

Webinar

Road Asset Management

IRF

Webinar

Night Work Zone Safety

IRF

Webinar

Climate Change and Transportation

IRF

Webinar

Multi-Lane Free Flow Tolling

IRF

Webinar

Integrated Corridor Management

IRF

Webinar

Transport Financing Opportunities at
the IDB

IRF

Webinar

Low-Volume Roads Engineering

IRF

Webinar
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Course Name

Offered By

Delivery

Using Floating Vehicle Data to Enrich
Traffic Management

IRF

Webinar

Reducing Young Driver Risk

IRF

Webinar

Minimizing Fraud & Corruption in
Transport Projects

IRF

Webinar

Flagger Safety: Past, Present, Future

IRF

Webinar

Proper Use of Crashworthy Terminals

IRF

Webinar

Crash Cushion Classification

IRF

Webinar

Creating great communities through
transportation, not transportation
through communities (4 part series)

ITE

Webinar

Implementing the New HCM6

ITE

Keeping the manual on uniform traffic
control devices

Cost

Currency

6

399

USD

Webinar

12

499

USD

ITE

Webinar

4.5

99

USD

Protected Bikeway Design

ITE

Webinar

3

Leadership Training – “Africa – Leading
Across Boundaries”

Development Bank of
Southern Africa (DBSA)

Classroom
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Budget

CPD
Hours

Any Accreditation or
Certification?

USD
Can
Vary To
Suit
Budget

